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Abstrat
We investigate the boundary bootstrap programme for nding exat reetion
matries of integrable boundary quantum eld theories with N=1 boundary super-
symmetry. The bulk S-matrix and the reetion matrix are assumed to take the
form Sˆ = S˜S, Rˆ = R˜R, where S˜ and R˜ are the S-matrix and reetion matrix of
some integrable non-supersymmetri boundary theory that is assumed to be known,
and S and R desribe the mixing of supersymmetri indies. Under the assumption
that the bulk partiles transform in the kink and boson/fermion representations and
the ground state is a singlet we present rules by whih the supersymmetry represen-
tations and reetion fators for exited boundary bound states an be determined.
We apply these rules to the boundary sine-Gordon model, to the boundary a
(1)
2 and
a
(1)
4 ane Toda eld theories, to the boundary sinh-Gordon model and to the free
partile.
PACS odes: 11.10.Kk, 11.55.Ds, 11.30.Pb
Keywords: supersymmetry, integrable quantum eld theory, boundary sattering, bound
state, bootstrap, sine-Gordon model, sinh-Gordon model, a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1 Introdution
Integrable quantum eld theories (QFTs) in two dimensions have the remarkable prop-
erty that their S-matrix fatorizes and the bootstrap programme beomes manageable.
The partile spetrum and S-matrix of several integrable QFTs have been found by ap-
plying the axioms of general S-matrix theory and fatorized sattering theory. Studying
1
supersymmetri eld theories it is an interesting problem to determine the S-matrix and
partile spetrum of integrable supersymmetrized QFTs.
A formalism for onstruting N = 1 supersymmetri fatorizable sattering theory is
developed in [3, 1, 17, 6, 5℄. The partiles of the non-supersymmetri theory are assumed
to beome supermultiplets | ξi(θ)〉 ⊗ |Ai(θ)〉, where | ξi(θ)〉 are the one-partile states of
the non-supersymmetri theory, and it is also assumed that all the partiles of the su-
persymmetri theory are obtained in this way. The index i speies (not neessarily all)
Poinare-invariant onserved quantum numbers of the non-supersymmetri theory and
Ai speies the supersymmetri quantum numbers. Those onserved quantum numbers
whih are speied by i must not hange their value under harge onjugation, and su-
persymmetry (exept for boosts) ats trivially on the | ξi(θ)〉 part of the states. As the
simplest Ansatz the produt form Sˆ
ξ′jA
′
j ;ξ
′
iA
′
i
ξiAi;ξjAj
(θ1 − θ2) = S˜ξ
′
jξ
′
i
ξiξj
(θ1 − θ2)SA
′
jA
′
i
AiAj
(θ1 − θ2) was
proposed for the two-partile S-matrix Sˆ, where S˜
ξ′jξ
′
i
ξiξj
(θ) is the two-partile S-matrix of
the non-supersymmetri theory subjet to supersymmetrization, and the supersymmetri
fator S
A′jA
′
i
AiAj
(θ) desribes the mixing of supersymmetri indies (see also the rst para-
graph of setion 2 for onventions). The requirement that the partile spetrum an be
obtained as desribed above is onsistent with the Ansatz for the S-matrix if minimal
supersymmetri S-matrix fators having no poles and overall zeroes on the imaginary axis
in the physial strip are used. We restrit ourselves to suh S-matrix fators (see setion
5.2 for an exeption). As the notation indiates, it is required that the SUSY represen-
tations assoiated to the partiles depend on onserved Poinare- and harge onjugation
invariant quantum numbers only, what guarantees that the omplete S-matrix (inlud-
ing amplitudes of multi-partile satterings) of the supersymmetri theory also takes a
produt form. The omplete two-partile S-matrix Sˆ and so the supersymmetri fator
S ommute with the ation of supersymmetry. The Yang-Baxter, fusing, and bootstrap
equations, the rossing equation, the unitarity and analytiity onditions are satised by
Sˆ and take a fatorized form. Sine S˜ satises them, the supersymmetri fator S must
also satisfy them separately. The fusing angles ourring in the fusing and bootstrap
equations for S are determined by the non-supersymmetri theory, and sine the bound
state poles are already present in S˜, the supersymmetri fator S satises the bootstrap
equations passively, i.e. S does not have poles at the fusing rapidities.
An essential step in this onstrution is the hoie of SUSY representations in whih
the partiles transform. Having made this hoie the supersymmetri fator S of the
two-partile S-matrix is obtained by solving the supersymmetry ondition, the Yang-
Baxter and rossing equations, the unitarity, analytiity and minimality onditions. These
equations depend on the onserved quantum numbers, so they impose restritions on the
hoie of representations. Further highly nontrivial restritions ome from the bootstrap
and espeially from the fusing equations for S, whih ontain the fusing data of the non-
supersymmetri model. Let ai + bj → ck be a fusion proess of the non-supersymmetri
theory with fusing rapidity iuckaibj , and assume that the representations in whih ai, bj ,
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and ck transform are Di, Dj and Dk; in this ase the fusing equation is equivalent to the
statement that the supersymmetri two-partile S-matrix blok at rapidity iuckaibj is an
equivariant projetion from the produt of Di and Dj on Dk. This an be very restritive
for the value of uckaibj , as in the most ommon ase, for example, when Di, Dj , Dk are
boson/fermion representations [1, 3℄. We remark that the fusing equation an be fored
to hold in ertain ases by fatoring out unwanted states from the Hilbert-spae.
The previous onsiderations indiate that it is nontrivial that the onstrution above
an be applied to supersymmetrize a given fatorized sattering theory. The knowledge
of the Lagrangian density or other data of the (supersymmetri) theory often suggests
preferred SUSY representations for the partile multiplets. If the possible representations
in whih the partiles an transform are xed, then by solving the axioms above one an
derive neessary and suient onditions that have to be satised by the partile spetrum
and fusing rules of a non-supersymmetri theory whih is supersymmetrized using these
representations. These onditions have been obtained in the ase when the possible rep-
resentations are the kink and the boson/fermion representation, and several fatorizable
sattering theories the a
(1)
n−1, d
(1)
n , (c
(1)
n , d
(2)
n+1) and (b
(1)
n , a
(2)
2n−1) ane Toda theories, the
SU(2) prinipal hiral model, the sine-Gordon model, the supersymmetri O(2n) sigma
model [1℄, and the multiomponent Yang-Lee (or FKM) minimal models [4℄ have been
found to satisfy these onditions, i.e. these theories have been supersymmetrized by ap-
plying the onstrution desribed above. The Lagrangian eld theories underlying these
supersymmetri sattering theories are not all known (if they exist).
It is a natural step after the study of bulk fatorized sattering theories to study
them in the presene of a boundary. If the boundary onditions and interations preserve
integrability, then the bootstrap programme remains manageable. A set of boundary
bound states are added to the bulk spetrum, and sattering proesses involving boundary
states are desribed by reetions amplitudes whih an be written as produts of one-
partile reetion amplitudes and two-partile S-matries. The boundary versions of the
unitarity ondition, rossing equation, Yang-Baxter, fusing, and bootstrap equations an
be introdued [19℄. The Ansatz above for onstruting supersymmetri sattering theories
an also be extended to the situation when an integrable boundary is present. A nontrivial
problem of this extension that we disuss in this paper is the denition of the onept
of supersymmetry in the presene of boundary. Results in the lassial Lagrangian eld
theory framework [7℄ indiate learly that suh a onept is possible. Our onstrution is
based on the results in [15, 16, 2, 4, 7, 8℄ and it an be regarded as an appliation of the
onstrution desribed in [15, 16℄ for quantum group symmetry.
Let us assume that a fatorizable sattering theory with boundary is given and the
supersymmetri version of the bulk part of this theory is also onstruted using the Ansatz
above, the bulk partiles transforming either in the kink or in the boson/fermion repre-
sentation. We study in this paper the problem of ompleting the supersymmetrization
in this ase using the boundary version of the Ansatz above. The rst step is to hoose
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a representation of the boundary supersymmetry algebra for the ground state. Next the
minimal supersymmetri fators of the ground state one-partile reetion amplitudes
are to be determined using the boundary Yang-Baxter, unitarity and rossing equations
and the supersymmetry ondition for these fators. Finally the boundary bootstrap and
fusing equations for supersymmetri fators an be used to obtain the representations in
whih the exited boundary bound states transform together with the supersymmetri
fators of the one-partile reetion amplitudes on these states. We remark that if there
were preferred representations for the exited boundary states, then the boundary fus-
ing equation would onstrain the boundary fusing angles. The rst and espeially the
seond steps have been onsidered in the literature [14, 10, 4, 9, 8, 2℄, whereas there are
fewer results onerning the last step [2℄. There are few known solutions to the boundary
bootstrap programme for non-supersymmetri theories either.
For the ground state we take the singlet representations with RSOS label
1
2
, this being
the simplest ase and also beause we expet [2, 14℄ that other ases an be obtained
by boundary bootstrap from this one. The general minimal supersymmetri one-partile
ground state reetion fators have been determined for this ase in [14, 10, 9℄ but with-
out imposing the supersymmetry ondition. This ondition is imposed on the kink re-
etion amplitude in [2℄. In the present paper we onsider the boson/fermion ground
state reetion fators in some detail. We derive these reetion fators by imposing the
supersymmetry ondition and solving the boundary Yang-Baxter equation afterwards.
As the main result of the paper we determine the representations and supersymmetri
one-partile reetion fators for exited boundary bound states using the bootstrap and
fusing equations, for arbitrary boundary fusing rules. This is a nontrivial problem beause
the one-partile reetion amplitudes and so the fusing tensors an be degenerate at
partiular rapidities. Although these rapidities are speial, they usually play an essential
role in boundary theories. We also present the onditions on the fusing angles resulting
from the requirement of minimality. This requirement is nontrivial even if the ground
state reetion fators are minimal, and restrits the boundary fusing angles. Our work is
motivated by the results of [1℄ for bulk supersymmetri bootstrap, and by [2℄, where the
sattering theory of the boundary sine-Gordon model (BSG) is supersymmetrized. In the
BSG theory the whole boundary spetrum an be generated by kinks, and in this ase it
is not diult to determine the representations and supersymmetri reetion fators for
the boundary states. However, there are other ways to generate the boundary states, and
it is nontrivial though plausible that the same representations and reetion fators
are obtained in eah way. The orretness of this proposition for the BSG model was
onjetured and partially veried in [2℄. Using our results we an omplete the veriation
and onrm that the proposition is orret.
Only few integrable boundary sattering theories are known expliitely. Beyond the
BSG model non-trivial sattering theories for boundary a
(1)
2 and a
(1)
4 ane Toda eld
theories [13℄, for the free boson on the half line, and for the boundary sinh-Gordon model
[12℄ are known. The bulk part of these theories an be supersymmetrized in the framework
4
desribed above, so we apply our results to them.
The layout of the paper is as follows. In setion 2 we review the formalism for super-
symmetri fatorized sattering theory in the bulk as desribed in [3℄, [1℄ and [17℄. This
review is not a mere opy of results as we found the thorough understanding of this for-
malism neessary for studying the boundary ase. We hope that we make ertain points
learer, and we also supply ertain details (onerning representation theory for instane)
that annot be found in [3, 1, 17℄. (The rst part of setion 4.4 is also relevant for the
bulk formalism.) In setion 3 we disuss the boundary supersymmetry algebra and its
ation on the ground state and multi-partile states, the boundary version of the Ansatz
for supersymmetri sattering theory, and the supersymmetri one-partile ground state
reetion fators for kinks and boson/fermion doublets. Setion 4 ontains a desription
of the boundary supersymmetri bootstrap struture and fusing rules under the ondition
that the bulk partiles transform in the kink and boson/fermion representations and the
ground state is a singlet with RSOS label
1
2
. This setion and espeially subsetion 4.4
ontains the main results of the paper also mentioned above. In setion 5 we apply the
general results of the previous setions to spei models. We present our onlusions in
setion 6. The Appendix ontains the normalization fators for the S-matrix bloks.
2 Bulk supersymmetri fatorized sattering and boot-
strap
The various partiles ontained in multi-partile in, out or intermediate states will be
written in their spatial order. The order of the indies of the S-matries will also be the
same as the spatial order of the orresponding partiles (see gure 1). On the gures time
ows upward. Upper indies of the S-matrix will orrespond to out states: | c〉(θ1)d(θ2)in =
Sabcd(θ1 − θ2)| a〉(θ2)b(θ1)out. If the S-matrix is written in matrix form (i.e. as a table of
entries), then the upper indies speify the rows and the lower indies speify the olumns.
These onventions agree with [3℄. The physial strip for the rapidity argument θ of the
S-matrix is 0 < Im(θ) < π.
Throughout the paper we mainly deal with the supersymmetri fators of the S-matrix
and with the supersymmetri part |Ai(θ)〉 of the states. We shall usually refer to |Ai(θ)〉
itself as a state or supersymmetri state.
2.1 Bulk supersymmetry harges
The generators of the supersymmetry algebra are denoted by N , Q, Q¯, Γ. Q and Q¯ are
alled superharges, Γ is the fermioni parity operator and N is the boost generator. The
generators Q, Q¯, Γ satisfy the relations
Γ2 = 1, {Γ, Q} = {Γ, Q¯} = 0. (1)
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Figure 1: Two-partile S-matrix
The translation generators H and P are related to the superharges:
Q2 = H + P, Q¯2 = H − P. (2)
It follows that the SUSY entral harge Zˆ = 1
2
{Q, Q¯} ommutes with Q, Q¯, Γ, H and P .
There are also the relations
[N,H + P ] = H + P, [N,H − P ] = −(H − P ), [N,Q] = 1
2
Q, [N, Q¯] = −1
2
Q¯. (3)
The oprodut ∆ used to dene the ation of the supersymmetry algebra on multi-partile
states is given by
∆(Q) = Q⊗ I + Γ⊗Q, ∆(Q¯) = Q¯⊗ I + Γ⊗ Q¯, (4)
∆(Γ) = Γ⊗ Γ, ∆(Z) = Zˆ ⊗ I + I ⊗ Zˆ,
∆(H) = H ⊗ I + I ⊗H, ∆(P ) = P ⊗ I + I ⊗ P, ∆(N) = N ⊗ I + I ⊗N.
On a one-partile supersymmetri multiplet |Ai〉
Q|Ai(θ)〉 = √mieθ/2q|Ai(θ)〉, Q¯|Ai(θ)〉 = √mie−θ/2q¯|Ai(θ)〉,
where mi is the mass of the multiplet and q and q¯ are θ-independent matries whih at
on the states of the supermultiplet and satisfy
q2 = 1, q¯2 = 1, {q, q¯} = 2Z,
where Z = 1
mi
Zˆ on the multiplet. The ation of Γ is independent of θ and
{Γ, q} = {Γ, q¯} = 0.
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2.2 Partile and kink representations
Two representations of the supersymmetry algebra are used to onstrut supermultiplets:
the boson-fermion and the kink representation. The boson-fermion representation will
often be referred to as the partile representation. It ontains a boson | φ〉 and a fermion
|ψ〉. In the basis {φ, ψ}
q =
(
0 ǫ
ǫ∗ 0
)
, q¯ =
(
0 ǫ∗
ǫ 0
)
, Γ =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, (5)
where ǫ = exp(iπ/4). The entral harge is zero. Charge onjugation C ats as the
identity: φ ↔ φ, ψ ↔ ψ. We denote this representation by P . We will often refer to
bosons and fermions simply as partiles.
Another representation is obtained if we multiply Γ in (5) by −1. We all it pseu-
dopartile representation and denote it by P¯ . The following equations desribe the de-
omposition of two-partile states:
P ⊗ P = P ⊕ P¯ , P¯ ⊗ P¯ = P ⊕ P¯ , P ⊗ P¯ = P ⊕ P¯ . (6)
In (6) the third equation means for example that a two-partile state ontaining a partile
and a pseudopartile transforms in the sum of a partile and a pseudopartile represen-
tation (of appropriate mass).
The kink representation K ontains four kinks, interpolating between three vaua
labeled by the RSOS labels 0, 1
2
, 1. In the basis {K0 1
2
, K1 1
2
, K 1
2
0, K 1
2
1}
q =

0 i 0 0
−i 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
 , q¯ =

0 i 0 0
−i 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1
 , Γ =

0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
 . (7)
The entral harge is
Z =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
 .
There is also another representation K¯ alled pseudo-kink representation, whih is ob-
tained by multiplying q and q¯ by −1 in (7), or by interhanging the RSOS labels 0↔ 1.
Multi-kink states have to respet an adjaeny ondition: in the physial
| ...Kab(θ1)Kcd(θ2)...〉 state b = c must hold. This ondition gives kinks a harater rather
dierent from that of partiles. (The ondition also implies that (Γ⊗I)|K 1
2
1(θ1)K1 1
2
(θ2)〉 =
0, for example.) Charge onjugation ats as follows: K0 1
2
↔ K 1
2
0, K1 1
2
↔ K 1
2
1. Multi-kink
states ontaining even number of kinks an be arranged in two setors: the rst setor
7
ontains the states whih have left and right RSOS index
1
2
, the seond setor ontains
the states whih have left and right RSOS indies 0 or 1. These two setors will be alled
1
2
and 01 setor. For two-kink states we have
K ⊗K = [P ] 1
2
⊕ [P ⊕ P¯ ]01. (8)
The subsripts refer to the setors in whih the subspaes lie.
The ⊗ symbol in (8) and further on denotes a tensor produt with the modiation
that the adjaeny onditions (if there are any) are also understood to be imposed. Thus ⊗
will sometimes stand for a non-free tensor produt, but this will not be denoted expliitly.
The following ombinations of two-kink states span the invariant subspaes (see also
[17, 10℄):
| φ1〉 = |K 1
2
0K0 1
2
〉+ |K 1
2
1K1 1
2
〉, |ψ1〉 = |K 1
2
0K0 1
2
〉 − |K 1
2
1K1 1
2
〉; (9)
| φ2〉 = |K0 1
2
K 1
2
0〉+ |K1 1
2
K 1
2
1〉, |ψ2〉 = |K1 1
2
K 1
2
0〉 − |K0 1
2
K 1
2
1〉; (10)
| φ¯〉 = |K0 1
2
K 1
2
0〉 − |K1 1
2
K 1
2
1〉, | ψ¯〉 = |K1 1
2
K 1
2
0〉+ |K0 1
2
K 1
2
1〉. (11)
The rapidities do not play essential role in these formulae, so they are suppressed. The
two states in (11) span the pseudopartile representation. The value of Γ on | φ¯〉 is −1.
Although the deomposition (8) is possible, the produts of elements of [P ] 1
2
, [P ]01 and
[P¯ ]01 satisfy ertain relations beause of the kink adjaeny onditions. For example,
| φ¯φ¯〉 = | φ2φ2〉.
The eight partile-kink states | p(θ1)k(θ2)〉, where p stands for a boson or fermion and
k stands for a kink, transform in the diret sum of a kink and a pseudo-kink representation
if and only if
θ1 − θ2 = i(π − u) and m = 2M cos(u) = 2M sin(π/2− u), (12)
where m is the mass of the partile and M is the mass of the kink. This is preisely the
ondition that the total mass of the partile-kink state is also M . If this ondition is not
satised, then the deomposition of the representation in whih the partile-kink states
transform does not ontain the kink, pseudo-kink, partile or pseudopartile representa-
tions.
2.3 Sattering amplitudes and supersymmetri bootstrap
The general solution of the Yang-Baxter equations that desribes the (supersymmetri
fator of the) sattering of partile supermultiplets is
S
[i,j]
P (θ) = G
[i,j](θ)
[
1
2i
(q1 − q2)(q¯1 − q¯2) + αF (θ)[1− t(θ,mi,mj)q1q2][1 + t(θ,mj,mi)q¯1q¯2]
]
,
(13)
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where
t(θ,mi, mj) = tanh
(
θ + log(mi/mj)
4
)
, F (θ) =
mi +mj + 2
√
mimj cosh(θ/2)
2i sinh(θ)
,
q1 = q⊗I, q2 = Γ⊗q, q¯1 = q¯⊗I, q¯2 = Γ⊗q¯. mi andmj are the masses of the multiplets, and
α is a real onstant, whih measures the strength of Bose-Fermi mixing (the dependene
of α on i, j is not indiated). S
[i,j]
P (θ)/G
[i,j](θ) an depend on the onserved quantities
i, j through mi, mj and α only. It also follows from the Yang-Baxter equation that the
partiles in a theory an be divided into disjoint sets with the property that any two
partiles in a set have the same nonzero α, and α = 0 for two partiles from dierent
sets. α = 0 orresponds to trivial sattering. To eah partile in a theory we assoiate a
value of α, whih is the value that ours in the sattering of the partile with itself. For
simpliity we onsider only theories whih have only one suh set and thus α is the same
for any two-partile sattering. The salar funtion G[i,j](θ) is determined by unitarity
and rossing symmetry up to CDD fators. It is important here that i, j are invariant
under harge onjugation. It is also required that S
[i,j]
P (θ) should be minimal, what xes
G[i,j](θ) ompletely. The minimal solution an be found in the Appendix (f. [1, 3℄).
G[i,j](θ) ontains the parameters ui, uj for whih
0 < Re(ui), Re(uj) ≤ π/2, mi = 2M sin(ui), mj = 2M sin(uj), (14)
where M = |1/(2α)|. Consequently, for eah partile there is a orresponding angle u. In
this paper we onsider only real values of ui and uj.
The S-matrix fator that desribes the sattering of two kinks of equal mass is
S
[i,j]
K (θ) = K
[i,j](θ)[cosh(γθ)− sinh(γθ)q1q¯1][cosh(θ/4)− sinh(θ/4)q1q2],
where γ = log 2/2πi. The salar funtion K [i,j](θ) is determined by unitarity and rossing
symmetry and the ondition that S
[i,j]
K (θ) should be minimal. See the Appendix or [1℄ for
K [i,j](θ). S
[i,j]
K (θ) is bijetive in the physial strip. The sattering of kinks of dierent mass
is impossible, so all the kinks in a theory have to have the same mass. The kink-partile
S-matrix SPK(θ) will be onsidered later. The upper indies
[i,j]
will often be suppressed.
The important ommon feature of these minimal S-matries, inluding SPK , is that
they have no poles and overall zeroes in the physial strip (although they an be degenerate
at partiular values of θ). It is required that the sattering of all partiles and kinks of
the supersymmetrized theory should be desribed by minimal supersymmetri S-matrix
fators, i.e. SP , SK and SPK must be the supersymmetri two-partile S-matrix building
bloks. It turns out that this requirement is onsistent with the bootstrap equation, so
the fusing data of the non-supersymmetri theory are not modied essentially by adding
the supersymmetri S-matrix fators.
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Figure 2: The fusing equation (splitting of S)
The three-partile ouplings (or fusing and deay tensors) are also assumed to fatorize
into a non-supersymmetri and supersymmetri part: fˆ ξkAkξiAiξjAj = f˜
ξk
ξiξj
fAkAiAj , dˆ
ξiAiξjAj
ξkAk
=
d˜
ξiξj
ξk
d
AiAj
Ak
, and for the supersymmetri fator of the S-matrix
S
A′jA
′
i
AiAj
(iukij) =
∑
Ak
fAkAiAjd
A′jA
′
i
Ak
(15)
holds, where ukij denotes the ξi + ξj → ξk fusing angle, and
|Ai(θ + i(π − ujik))Aj(θ − i(π − uijk))〉 =
∑
Ak
fAkAiAj |Ak(θ)〉, (16)
|Ak(θ)〉 =
∑
Ai,Aj
d
AiAj
Ak
|Ai(θ − i(π − ujik))Aj(θ + i(π − uijk))〉, (17)
where ujik, u
i
jk are the other angles at the three-partile verties. We all these equations
fusing equations. The f fusing tensors and the d deay tensors should ommute with the
ation of supersymmetry. See g. 2 for graphial representation.
One the supersymmetry representations in whih the various partiles transform are
xed, these equations an severely onstrain the possible fusing angles in a sense that we
desribe next, beginning with particle + particle→ particle fusion.
In the light of (6), if it is deided that some partiles and their bound states transform
in the partile representation of the SUSY algebra, then the fusing equation (see gure 2)
an be satised if and only if SP (iu
k
ij) is a projetion on the appropriate subspae arrying
the partile representation. This is a nontrivial ondition on SP (iu
k
ij), beause SP (θ) is
bijetive (of rank four) in general. The other possibility to assure that only partiles are
produed in the fusion is to fator out the unwanted states by hand. Note that beause
of (16) and (17) this implies that ertain two-partile in and out states with omplex
rapidities also have to be fatored out. In the present paper we onsider the rst, more
natural possibility.
S
[i,j]
P (θ) is of rank two if θ = iu
k
ij, where u
k
ij ∈ {ui + uj, π − ui + uj, ui + π − uj}.
Only two of these values an be in the physial strip, and S
[i,j]
P (θ) is nondegenerate at
10
Figure 3: Bootstrap equation
other values of θ in the physial strip. The image spae of S
[i,j]
P (iu
k
ij) arries the partile
representation if and only if α < 0, i.e. if α = −1/(2M). We remark that if α = 1/(2M),
then the image spae arries the pseudopartile representation. The value of uk is the
following:
uk = ui + uj if u
k
ij = ui + uj < π/2, (18)
uk = π − (ui + uj) if ukij = ui + uj ≥ π/2, (19)
uk = ui − uj if ukij = π − ui + uj, (20)
uk = uj − ui if ukij = ui + π − uj. (21)
The other angles at the three-partile vertex are
uijk = π − ui, ujki = π − uj if ukij = ui + uj ,
uijk = ui, u
j
ki = π − uj if ukij = π − ui − uj, (22)
uijk = π − ui, ujki = uj if ukij = ui + π − uj .
The fusions orresponding to (20) or (21) are rossed versions of (18), (19). Expliit
expressions for the three-partile ouplings are written down in [3, 1℄.
As disussed above, we require the minimality of the supersymmetri two-partile S-
matries. This is yet another nontrivial ondition for the possible fusions, beause the
bootstrap equation determines the sattering of the produed partile on other partiles.
It is lear that the (two-partile) supersymmetri S-matrix given by the bootstrap equation
will be SP with α = −1/(2M) modulo CDD fators, beause a two-partile S-matrix given
by the bootstrap equation automatially satises the axioms of fatorized sattering, i.e.
the Yang-Baxter, unitarity and rossing equations, and real analytiity, and we know
that the solution to these onstraints is SP modulo CDD fators. By heking the pole
struture it an be seen that the (supersymmetri) partile S-matrix given by bootstrap
is in fat also SP , so the minimality ondition is onsistent with the bootstrap and does
not give more onstraints on the fusion of (supersymmetri) partiles.
We turn to the ase of the fusion of two (supersymmetri) kinks of equal mass now.
The kink sattering amplitude is always of rank six (bijetive) in the physial strip. Con-
sequently, in the light of (8), if one insists that no pseudopartiles should be formed in
11
kink fusion, then one has to fator out the unwanted states from the Hilbert-spae by
hand. Beause of (16) and (17) this implies that ertain two-kink in and out states with
omplex rapidities also have to be fatored out. Even if states of the form (11) with
kink rapidities θ + iu and θ − iu, 2u being the fusing angle, are fatored out, kink fusion
produes two types of partiles orresponding to (9) and (10), i.e. to the
1
2
and 01 setors.
The two types of partiles will be referred to as type
1
2
and type 01 partiles.
There are adjaeny onditions for partiles produed in kink fusion, whih follow
from the adjaeny onditions for kinks: type
1
2
and type 01 partiles annot be adjaent
in a multi-partile state, so they annot satter on eah other. There are also appropri-
ate adjaeny onditions for kinks and partiles. Bootstrap gives the result [17, 1℄ that
the two types of partiles have the same S-matrix SP . Consequently, the two types of
partiles an be identied (whih is the same as fatoring out ertain ombinations). If
this identiation is made, then only the following adjaeny ondition applies: if in a
state | ...Kabp...p...pKcd...〉 (where p stands for a partile and the rapidities are suppressed)
there are only partiles between Kab and Kcd, then either b = c, or |b− c| = 1.
In this paper we restrit ourselves to theories in whih pseudopartiles do not our
(see also setion 4.4). Consequently, we have to fator out the pseudopartiles that would
arise. We also identify the two types of partiles
1
.
There is no ondition on the rank of the kink-kink sattering amplitude S
A′jA
′
i
AiAj
(iukij),
and so the fusing equations an be satised for arbitrary fusing angles. The mass of the
resulting state will be
m3 = 2M cos(u
k
ij/2) = 2M sin(π/2− ukij/2),
where M is the mass of the kinks. The fusing tensor as linear map is bijetive for the
kink + kink → particle fusion.
The S-matrix SPK(θ) for the sattering of a partile with α < 0 and a kink of mass
M = −1/(2α) is obtained from SK by bootstrap [1, 17℄ applied to the kink + kink →
particle vertex. It turns out that SPK(θ) is also minimal and has neither poles nor zeroes
in the physial strip.
It is expeted that a kink is produed in the kink-partile fusion. The transformation
properties of the kink-partile states disussed earlier show that in this ase it is neessary
that (12) is satised. We heked that SPK is bijetive (of rank eight) everywhere in the
physial strip, exept (12) is satised. In the latter ase it is a projetion onto the four
dimensional kink subspae. The kink + particle → kink fusion is thus possible indeed,
and there are no restritions other than (12). The kink + particle → kink fusion is a
rossed version of kink+ kink → particle fusion. The produed kink is of the same mass
as the inoming one, so the fusing angle is in the domain [π/2, π]. The fusing tensor is a
projetion.
1
The same fatorizations are done in the literature.
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Figure 4: The two bulk verties
Finally, there are bootstrap equations for SP , SK , SPK and the fusing proesses de-
sribed above, whih are expeted to be valid. They were heked, and the result is [1, 3℄
that they are indeed satised: the sattering amplitudes that an be obtained from SK ,
SP and SPK by bootstrap are SK , SP , and SPK again. In partiular, the ondition of
minimality is onsistent with the bootstrap. The fusion of two partiles with α < 0 pro-
dues a partile with the same value of α. The fusion of two kinks of mass M produes a
partile with α = −1/(2M), and if the fusing angle is ρ, then the angle u orresponding
to the produed partile is u = π/2− ρ/2. The fusion of a kink of mass M and a partile
with α = −1/(2M) produes a kink of mass M .
The three-partile and the kink-kink-partile verties are shown in gure 4 (the rossed
versions of them are also possible). Figure 4 is the only one in whih we use dierent line
styles for dierent types of partiles.
3 Boundary supersymmetri fatorizable sattering
Let us assume that a bulk fatorizable sattering theory and a supersymmetri version of
this theory are given, and the supersymmetri version is of the form desribed in setion
2.
In partiular, the bulk supersymmetri theory is haraterized by a single α < 0 (if
there are partiles in the theory) for the sattering of any two partiles, and a kink mass
M > 0 (if there are kinks in the theory). α = −1/(2M) is satised if there are both
kinks and partiles in the theory. Eah partile has mass m ≤ −1/α = 2M , and to eah
partile an angle 0 < u ≤ π/2 is assoiated as desribed in the previous setion (see
(14)). The fusing rules of the bulk theory satisfy the onstraints desribed in setion 2.
These onstraints are ukij ∈ {ui + uj, π − ui + uj, ui + π − uj} for the fusing angle of a
particlei+particlej → particlek proess, uk = π/2−ukij/2 for a kinki+kinkj → particlek
proess, and ukij = π/2 + ui for a particlei + kinkj → kinkk proess.
It is also assumed that a fatorizable boundary sattering theory assoiated to the
non-supersymmetri bulk theory is also given, and the boundary is on the right hand
side.
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3.1 Boundary supersymmetry algebra
The presene of boundary partially violates supersymmetry. In general only one su-
perharge Q˜ and a entral harge Z˜ is expeted to be onserved if a supersymmetri
boundary is present. We all the boundary version of supersymmetry boundary super-
symmetry. The boundary supersymmetry algebra is denoted by Aby, and the full bulk
supersymmetry algebra by Abulk.
In any fatorizable boundary sattering theory there is a Hilbert-spae HB of the
boundary bound states (also ontaining the ground state(s)). General multi-partile in
states ontaining n ≥ 1 bulk partiles traveling towards the boundary form a spae
Hn,by = Hn,b ⊗ HB, where Hn,b is a subspae of the Hilbert-spae Hn of bulk n-partile
in states. Hn,b is the subspae ontaining in partiles traveling towards the boundary.
The Hilbert-spae of the boundary theory is thus Hby = HB ⊕ (⊕∞n=1Hn,by). In the
supersymmetri situation a representation π1 of Abulk is dened on the Hilbert-spae of
the bulk theory, so in order to dene the ation of Aby on Hby we need the ation π2
of Aby on HB, and a oprodut ∆B : Aby → Abulk ⊗ Aby. Aby itself need not admit a
oprodut. We also require the oassoiativity property (Id ⊗ ∆B)∆B = (∆ ⊗ Id)∆B,
so Aby is a oideal of Abulk. A similar onstrution applies to the ation of Aby on out
states and intermediate multi-partile states. This framework is the same as that used
in [15, 16℄ for quantum group symmetry, and it is onsistent with the denition of the
ation of supersymmetry in [2, 8℄. In fat, we need to speify the ation of Aby on the
ground state(s) only, beause its ation on the other elements of HB is determined by the
boundary bootstrap. We do not require in general that the ation of the supersymmetry
generators Q, Q¯, and Γ should be dened on the boundary ground state(s) or on other
elements of HB. We remark that in the onstrution desribed for instane in [2℄ the
oprodut ∆ is used, so it is neessary to speify the ation of Q, Q¯, and Γ on the ground
state. Aby is a subalgebra of Abulk in that onstrution, and the reetion amplitudes are
invariant only with respet to Aby.
In the following paragraphs we speify Aby and ∆B. Our formulae are not derived
from Lagrangian eld theory in a rigorous manner, neither do they result from some
rigorous lassiation of all oideals of Abulk, but they are onsistent with onsiderations
and results in [2, 15, 16, 7, 8℄, and we give further arguments supporting them. We think
that the framework we desribe is fairly general, and the assumptions we make are not
really restritive.
Aby is assumed to have the generators Q˜, H˜, Z˜ and I˜. I˜ is the identity element, H˜
is the time translation generator. The onservation of fermioni parity is not required,
so the orresponding element Γ˜ is not inluded in Aby. The boundary supersymmetri
entral harge Z˜ ommutes with the other generators. The superharge Q˜ is expeted to
be the boundary ounterpart of Q and Q¯, so we expet that Q˜2 is of the form
Q˜2 = 2H˜ + p(I˜ , Z˜), (23)
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where p is a polynomial. This relation implies that Aby is a ommutative algebra. It is
natural to assume that in analogy with the bulk SUSY algebra
∆B(H˜) = H ⊗ I˜ + I ⊗ H˜ and ∆B(Z˜) = Zˆ ⊗ I˜ + I ⊗ Z˜. (24)
Beause of the expeted role of Q˜ and the relation (23) for Q˜2 we take the Ansatz∆B(Q˜) =
Q⊗X1 + Q¯⊗X2 +Γ⊗X3 + I ⊗X4 + Zˆ ⊗X5. Solving the oassoiativity ondition and
(23) for the Xi-s we found that
∆B(Q˜) = (Q± Q¯)⊗ I˜ + Γ⊗ Q˜, (25)
Q˜2 = 2H˜ ± 2Z˜ + 2uI˜, (26)
where u is an arbitrary number. Two ases an be distinguished orresponding to the
sign in (25) and (26), they will be referred to as (+) and (−) ases, respetively. u an be
tuned by the redenition of H˜ : H˜ → H˜ + u′I˜ results in u→ u− u′. u an also be tuned
by a similar redenition of Z˜. We set u equal to zero by the redenition H˜ + uI˜ → H˜:
Q˜2 = 2H˜ ± 2Z˜. (27)
Another way to obtain the formula (25) is the following: let us adopt rst that
∆B(Q˜) = (Q ± Q¯) ⊗ I˜ + a boundary contribution, i.e. Q˜ is the boundary ounterpart
of Q ± Q¯. This is supported by onsiderations in the Lagrangian framework [2, 8, 7℄.
It is reasonable [2℄ now to adopt (27) as the boundary version of the bulk formula
(Q±Q¯)2 = 2H±2Zˆ. Now Aby is isomorphi to a subalgebra A′by of Abulk, the isomorphism
i is given by Q˜ 7→ Q± Q¯, H˜ 7→ H , Z˜ 7→ Zˆ. If ∆(A′by) ⊂ Abulk ⊗A′by, whih an easily be
veried to be true, then we an dene ∆B using∆ as follows: ∆B(X) = (Id⊗i)−1∆(i(X)),
X ∈ Aby. This denition guarantees oassoiativity, and it is easy to hek that it leads
to (25), (24). If we took (26) with nonzero u, then i(Q˜) = Q ± Q¯ + √uΓ would be an
appropriate hoie. The formulae (25), (24) are independent of u.
The boundary supersymmetry algebra as desribed above is isomorphi to a oideal
subalgebra of Abulk. This situation and the onstrution above for the boundary su-
persymmetry algebra is very similar to that desribed in [15, 16℄ for quantum group
symmetry.
∆B(Q˜), ∆B(H˜) and also∆B(Z˜) is a sum of two terms. The rst terms an be regarded
as the bulk parts of these quantities, and the seond terms an be regarded as boundary
ontributions. This struture is in aord with the expetation that the quantities Q˜, H˜,
Z˜ are (semi)loal in the underlying Lagrangian theory. Loality also implies that the bulk
and the boundary ontributions ommute, whih is also true for our formulae (see also
[2℄).
If in a ertain model the ground state is a singlet, then we have
Q˜|B〉 = γ|B〉, Z˜|B〉 = z|B〉, (28)
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where |B〉 ∈ HB is the ground state, γ and z are numbers (z ∈ R). For the Hamiltonian
operator
H˜|B〉 = h|B〉 = ((γ2/2)∓ z)|B〉
holds if u = 0. We expet that only γ is a true parameter of the model. γ is expeted to be
expressible in terms of the parameters of the bulk and boundary parts of the underlying
lassial Lagrangian density. On the subspae (⊕∞n=1Hn,by) ⊗ |B〉 the generators are
Q˜ = Q⊗ I ± Q¯ ⊗ I + γΓ⊗ I (f. [2℄), Z˜ = Zˆ ⊗ I + zI ⊗ I, H˜ = H ⊗ I + hI ⊗ I. (The
representations π1, π2 are not expliitely designated.)
It is not surprising that Aby is isomorphi to a subalgebra of Abulk, beause Aby ats
on the singlet |B〉 by multipliations, so π3(Aby), where π3 is the representation of Aby
on (⊕∞n=1Hn,by)⊗ |B〉, is a subalgebra of π2(Abulk)⊗ I.
A third way to obtain (25) and (26) is the following: onsider the representation of
Aby on (⊕∞n=1Hn,by) ⊗ |B〉. Using (24) and (28) we have Z˜ = Zˆ ⊗ I + zI ⊗ I, H˜ =
H ⊗ I + hI ⊗ I on (⊕∞n=1Hn,by) ⊗ |B〉. Considering (23) and (28) we take the Ansatz
Q˜ = aQ⊗I+ bQ¯⊗I+ cΓ⊗I+dI⊗I+eZˆ⊗I on (⊕∞n=1Hn,by)⊗|B〉, where a, b, c, d, e are
numbers. One an now solve (23) for a, b, c, d, e. The result is Q˜ = Q⊗ I± Q¯⊗ I+γΓ⊗ I
and the formula (26), with h = γ2/2∓z−u. The preise struture of Aby is thus obtained
and the algebra is also realized as a subalgebra of Abulk. ∆B(Q˜) an be derived from ∆ as
earlier, or it an be found by using oassoiativity and the property that ∆B is an algebra
homomorphism.
To desribe situations when the fermioni parity is also onserved, Aby an be supple-
mented by the boundary fermioni parity generator Γ˜. It satises the following relations:
Γ˜2 = I˜ , [Γ˜, Z˜] = 0, [Γ˜, H˜] = 0, (29)
and also
{Γ˜, Q˜} = 2gI˜, (30)
where g is a parameter. The oprodut of Γ˜ is
∆B(Γ˜) = Γ⊗ Γ˜. (31)
Formula (30) an be obtained from the requirement that ∆B is a homomorphism.
In ase of a model with singlet boundary ground state
Γ˜|B〉 = ǫ|B〉, ǫ = ±1,
and g = ǫγ. The sign ǫ is not expeted to be a true parameter of the model (see also [2℄).
3.2 Supersymmetrized reetion amplitudes
We assume that similarly to the bulk ase the boundary states | ηi〉 of the non-
supersymmetri theory beome multiplets |Bi〉⊗ | ηi〉 in the supersymmetrized boundary
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theory, and that the one-partile reetion amplitude Rˆ on these states take the form
Rˆ
ξ′iA
′
i;η
′
jB
′
j
ξiAi;ηjBj
(θ) = R
A′iB
′
j
AiBj
(θ)R˜
ξ′iη
′
j
ξiηj
(θ), (32)
where R˜ is the one-partile reetion amplitude in the non-supersymmetri model, and
R is alled the supersymmetri fator. Bi speify the boundary supersymmetri quan-
tum numbers, boundary supersymmetry ats trivially on the non-supersymmetri indies.
The index i speies quantum numbers whih are onserved in the non-supersymmetri
boundary theory. These quantum numbers should be dened and onserved in the bulk
theory as well, and in the bulk theory they should be Poinare and harge onjugation in-
variant. This implies that the bulk SUSY representations in whih the partiles transform
should depend only on quantum numbers whih are also onserved in reetions. This is
a restrition on the bulk supersymmetri theory in priniple. It is also required that the
reetion amplitude Rˆ and so also R ommute with the boundary supersymmetry.
The fatorized form of Rˆ (and Sˆ) implies that the boundary Yang-Baxter equations,
the boundary unitarity equation and the boundary ross-unitarity equation also fator-
ize, so R has to satisfy them separately in order for Rˆ to satisfy them. The boundary
fusing equations and fusing tensors are also assumed to fatorize, and this implies that
the boundary bootstrap equations also fatorize. The non-supersymmetri part of the
bootstrap equations are satised, so we require that the bootstrap equations should be
satised by the supersymmetri fators separately.
As in the bulk ase, the non-supersymmetri boundary (and bulk) fusing data enter the
fusing and bootstrap equations for the supersymmetri fators, and this plaes nontrivial
onditions on the desribed supersymmetrization sheme.
It is required that the supersymmetri fators of the reetion amplitudes should be
minimal, without poles and overall zeroes on the imaginary axis in the physial strip,
whih is 0 < Im(θ) < π/2 for the rapidity argument θ of the reetion amplitudes. This
guarantees that no new bound states are introdued by the supersymmetrization.
The supersymmetri boundary fusing equations are analogous with the bulk ones:
R
A′iB
′
j
AiBj
(iνkij) =
∑
Bk
gBkAiBjh
A′iB
′
j
Bk
, |AiBj〉 =
∑
Bk
gBkAiBj |Bk〉, |Bk〉 =
∑
Ai,Bj
h
AiBj
Bk
|AiBj〉,
νkij is the boundary fusing angle for the ξi+ηj → ηk fusion, g and h are the boundary
fusing and deay tensors respetively. For graphial representation see g. 5.
3.3 Ground state representation
There are several dierent representations of the boundary supersymmetry algebra whih
an serve as representations in whih the ground states of various theories transform.
Moreover, it is not neessarily a natural assumption that the supersymmetri part of the
17
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Figure 5: Boundary fusing equation (splitting of R)
ground state of a ertain theory is a singlet. Nevertheless, in this paper we onsider
theories whih an be supersymmetrized in suh a way that the ground state is a singlet
with RSOS label
1
2
only. In partiular, the orresponding adjaeny ondition between
the ground state and the nearest kink is required to be satised. The supersymmetri
part of the ground state is denoted by |B 1
2
〉. The ation of the boundary supersymmetry
generators in this ase on |B 1
2
〉 is
Q˜(−)|B 1
2
〉 = eγ|B 1
2
〉, Z˜|B 1
2
〉 = 0, e = ±1, (33)
where
γ ∈ R, γ < 0, or γ ∈ iR, γ/i < 0,
and
Q˜(+)|B 1
2
〉 = γ|B 1
2
〉, Z˜|B 1
2
〉 = 0,
where
γ ∈ R, or γ ∈ iR.
The supersript of Q˜ stands for the (+) and (−) ases. eγ or γ is a parameter of the
model to be desribed and is expeted to be expressible in terms of the parameters of the
Lagrangian density. The reason for writing this parameter in the form eγ in the (−) ase
will beome lear in 3.5 when the ground state kink reetion amplitudes are disussed.
Two (symmetri) ases orrespond to the sign e. We remark that singlet ground states
with RSOS label 1 or 0 are also possible.
3.4 Fatorized sattering
Let the supersymmetri fator of the amplitude of a general multi-partile proess be A.
The rapidities of the partiles are allowed to take omplex values. Assume that there are
m individual two-partile satterings, reetions, fusions or deays in the proess, whih
are labeled by 1, 2, ..., m in hronologial order (t1 < t2 < ... < tm). A an be written as
a produt of m tensors, whih an also be viewed as linear maps:
A = TmTm−1Tm−2...Tk...T1,
where the multipliation is the multipliation of linear maps, i.e. the ontration of the
appropriate upper and lower indies. If at the time tk the event is the sattering of
the nk-th and (nk + 1)-th partile and by this time the intermediate state ontains mk
one-partile states, then
Tk = I1 ⊗ I2 ⊗ ...⊗ Ink−1 ⊗ Snk,nk+1 ⊗ Ink+2 ⊗ ...⊗ Imk ,
where Snk,nk+1 is the two-partile S-matrix for the nk-th and (nk + 1)-th partile. The Il
is the identity tensor for the SUSY indies of the l-th partile or for the SUSY indies of
the boundary state. Similar formulae an be written if the event at tk is a reetion,
fusion or deay.
The fatorized form above has (among others) the following simple impliations: if
Snk,nk+1 (or the reetion amplitude, fusing or deay tensor) is bijetive as a linear map,
then Tk is also bijetive. If all the T1, ...Tm-s are bijetive, then so is A. The Tk-s are
equivariant.
3.5 Supersymmetri reetion fators on the ground state bound-
ary
We onsider one-partile kink reetion fators on ground state boundary rst. As the
left and right RSOS labels should be onserved, {RK}
K
0 1
2
K
1 1
2
(θ) = {RK}
K
1 1
2
K
0 1
2
(θ) = 0 must
hold, i.e. RK is diagonal (RK denotes the kink reetion fator). The general solution of
the boundary Yang-Baxter equation, unitarity ondition and rossing equation without
imposing supersymmetry is [14, 9℄
{RK}
K
0 1
2
K
0 1
2
(θ) = (1 + A sinh(θ/2))M(θ), {RK}
K
1 1
2
K
1 1
2
(θ) = (1−A sinh(θ/2))M(θ),
where M(θ) is restrited by unitarity and rossing symmetry. After imposing the bound-
ary supersymmetry ondition one nds that in the (+) ase [2, 8℄
{R(+)K }
K
0 1
2
K
0 1
2
(θ) = {R(+)K }
K
1 1
2
K
1 1
2
(θ) = 2−θ/(pii)P (θ), A = 0.
(P (θ) an be found in the Appendix.) In the (−) ase there are distint solutions for a
given γ orresponding to the sign e:
{R(−)K,e}
K
01
2
K
01
2
(θ) = (cos
ξ
2
+ ei sinh
θ
2
)K(θ − iξ)K(iπ − θ − iξ)2−θ/(pii)P (θ), (34)
{R(−)K,e}
K
11
2
K
11
2
(θ) = (cos
ξ
2
− ei sinh θ
2
)K(θ − iξ)K(iπ − θ − iξ)2−θ/(pii)P (θ), (35)
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where γ = −2√M cos ξ
2
and 0 ≤ ξ ≤ π or Re(ξ) = 0 or Re(ξ) = π, M is the kink mass.
(34) and (35) are invariant under ξ ↔ −ξ. These reetion amplitudes are minimal,
they have no poles and zeroes in the physial strip. The sign e seems to orrespond
here to the 0 and 1 RSOS vaua. It should be noted that R
(+)
K (θ) is independent of γ
and e. Furthermore, as symmetry under Γ˜ requires R
K
0 1
2
K
0 1
2
(θ) = R
K
1 1
2
K
1 1
2
(θ), the R
(+)
K (θ) is
automatially Γ˜-symmetri, although this is not required a priori. On the other hand,
R
(−)
K,e(θ) are not Γ˜-symmetri. However, {R(−)K,e}
K
0 1
2
K
0 1
2
(θ) = −{R(−)K,e}
K
1 1
2
K
1 1
2
(θ) if γ = 0 (A →
∞). We also remark that {RK}
K
11
2
K
11
2
(θ)/{RK}
K
0 1
2
K
0 1
2
(θ) is determined by the supersymmetry
ondition, i.e. if we impose the ondition of invariane under supersymmetry, then we do
not need to solve the Yang-Baxter equation.
We determined the general solution of the Yang-Baxter equation for the boundary
supersymmetri partile reetion (on the ground state boundary). We imposed the
supersymmetry ondition rst, whih is Q(−θ)R(θ) = R(θ)Q(θ), where Q(θ) is Q˜ on the
states of the form |A(θ)B 1
2
〉, and R(θ) is the partile reetion amplitude on ground state
boundary. The resulting forms of the reetion amplitude in the (+) and (−) ases are
R
(+)
P (θ) = Z
(+)(θ)
1√
m
(
(X(+)(θ) + eγY (+)(θ))c(θ2 − ipi4 )
√
mY (+)(θ)c(θ)√
mY (+)(θ)c(θ) (X(+)(θ)− eγY (+)(θ))c(θ2 + ipi4 )
)
,
R
(−)
P (θ) = Z
(−)(θ)
1√
m
(
(X(−)(θ) + eγY (−)(θ))c(θ2 +
ipi
4 ) i
√
mY (−)(θ)c(θ)
−i√mY (−)(θ)c(θ) (X(−)(θ)− eγY (−)(θ))c(θ2 − ipi4 )
)
,
where c stands for cosh and X , Y and Z are funtions not determined by supersymmetry.
Now two ases an be distinguished depending on whether Γ˜ is a symmetry or not: in
the rst ase, whih is the Γ˜-symmetri ase, Y (θ) ≡ 0, X(θ) an be absorbed into the
prefator, and the struture of the reetion amplitude is ompletely determined and does
not ontain free parameters:
R
(±)
P1 (θ) =
1√
m
ZX(±)(θ)
(
cosh( θ
2
∓ ipi
4
) 0
0 cosh( θ
2
± ipi
4
)
)
.
This ase is disussed in [4℄, the expliit form of ZX(±) an be found in the Appendix, see
also [4, 10, 2℄. It an be heked that the boundary Yang-Baxter equation for inoming
partiles of arbitrary masses is satised by this reetion amplitude. R
(±)
P1 (θ) an also be
obtained from R
(+)
K (θ) and R
(−)
K (θ) at γ = 0 by bootstrap [2, 10℄.
In the seond ase, when Γ˜ is not onserved, Y (θ) is not identially zero, and it an
be absorbed into the prefator, so one free funtion y(±)(θ) = X(±)(θ)/Y (±)(θ) remains
in the reetion amplitude, whih is to be determined by the boundary Yang-Baxter
equation. To obtain y(±)(θ) we solved the Yang-Baxter equation rst in the ase when
the onserved quantum numbers have the same values for the two inoming partiles.
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Although the boundary Yang-Baxter equation is quadrati in general, in this ase it is
inhomogeneous linear in the variables y(±)(θ1) and y
(±)(θ2). The oeient of the quadrati
term y(±)(θ1)y
(±)(θ2) vanishes preisely beause R
(±)
P1 (θ) (!) satises the Yang-Baxter
equation. The Yang Baxter equation onsists of 16 salar equations in our ase. Some of
them are trivial (0=0), and the remaining n equations are of the form
a(±)q (θ1, θ2)y
(±)(θ1) + b
(±)
q (θ1, θ2)y
(±)(θ2) + c
(±)
q (θ1, θ2) = 0, q = 1..n.
It is possible to hoose two inequivalent equations from this set. Two suh equations an
be solved for the numbers y(±)(θ1) and y
(±)(θ2). The solution turns out to be of the form
y(±)(θ1) = g
(±)(θ1), y
(±)(θ2) = g
(±)(θ2) (for general oeients dq1, eq1 , fq1, dq2, eq2, fq2
it would be of the form y(θ1) = g1(θ1, θ2), y(θ2) = g2(θ1, θ2), whih does not dene a
funtion y(θ)), where g(±) is a funtion that depends also on m, α, γ, but has no other
parameters. Consequently, the reetion amplitude depends on the onserved quantum
numbers through these parameters only. We heked that the solution obtained in this
way satises the other n − 2 equations as well. In the next step we heked that the
solutions R
(±)
P2,e(θ) satisfy the Yang-Baxter equation for inoming partiles of dierent
masses as well. The two funtions y(+)(θ) and y(−)(θ) have very similar form.
The solutions that we obtained an be brought to the following form:
{R(±)P2,e}bb(θ) = A(±)+ (θ), {R(±)P2,e}ff(θ) = A(±)− (θ),
{R(±)P2,e}fb (θ) = ±B(±)(θ), {R(±)P2,e}bf(θ) = B(±)(θ),
A
(−)
± (θ) = Z˜
(−)(θ)
{
cosh(
θ
2
)
(
γ2
4M
−
[
sin2(
ρ
4
) + sinh2(
θ
2
)
])
∓i sinh(θ
2
)
(
γ2
4M
+
[
sin2(
ρ
4
) + sinh2(
θ
2
)
])}
,
A
(+)
± (θ) = Z˜
(+)(θ)
{
−i cosh(θ
2
)
(
γ2
4M
−
[
sin2(
ρ
4
)− cosh2(θ
2
)
])
± sinh(θ
2
)
(
γ2
4M
+
[
sin2(
ρ
4
)− cosh2(θ
2
)
])}
B(±)(θ) = Z˜(±)(θ)
eγ
2
√
M
√
cos(ρ/2) sinh(θ),
where
m = 2M cos(
ρ
2
),
ρ
2
=
π
2
− u, α = − 1
2M
, (36)
0 ≤ ρ < π, e = ±1 in the (−) ase and e = 1 in the (+) ase. Note that R(±)P2,e depends on
two parameters: γ2/M and ρ only. R
(−)
P2,e has the same struture as the partile reetion
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amplitude obtained in [2℄ for the ase of the boundary supersymmetri sine-Gordon model
from the kink reetion amplitude by bootstrap. Consequently, there is no need now to
solve the rossing and unitarity equations for Z˜(−)(θ), we take it from [2℄. We determined
Z˜(+)(θ) using the unitarity and rossing equations and exploiting the fat that these
equations take a similar form for Z˜(−)(θ). Expliit formulae for these prefators an be
found in the Appendix.
In the (+) ase we introdue the parameter ξ in the following way: γ = −2√Mi sin(ξ/2),
−π ≤ ξ ≤ π or Re(ξ) = 0 or Re(ξ) = ±π.
To summarize, we have the solutions R
(±)
P2,e, whih depend on γ and e and are not
symmetri with respet to Γ˜, and we also have R
(±)
P1 , whih are independent of γ, e
and are symmetri with respet to Γ˜. R
(±)
P1 and R
(±)
P2,e do not satisfy the Yang-Baxter
equation together. It is also important to note that limγ→0R
(±)
P2,e = R
(±)
P1 . The poles and
degeneraies of these reetion amplitudes will be disussed in setion 4.
The same set of kink and partile reetion fators an be obtained by solving the
Yang-Baxter equations without imposing the boundary supersymmetry ondition [14, 10,
9℄. The supersymmetry ondition relates the parameters of the reetion fators obtained
in this way to the parameters of the representations of the supersymmetry algebra. The
results desribed above show that the task of solving the Yang-Baxter equations is greatly
simplied if one imposes the supersymmetry ondition rst.
4 Supersymmetri boundary bootstrap
The rst boundary bootstrap equation (see g. 6) applied to the kink+ kink → particle
bulk fusion determines reetion fators for partiles on ground state boundary. They
turn out [10, 2℄ to be the same as those obtainable by solving the boundary Yang-Baxter,
rossing and unitarity equations. In terms of the amplitudes R
(+)
K + R
(+)
K → R(+)P1 and
R
(−)
K,e + R
(−)
K,e → R(−)P2,e (with appropriate values of the parameters). Similarly, it an be
heked that the rst boundary bootstrap equation is also satised for the particle +
particle→ particle, kink + particle → kink fusions with the amplitudes R(±)P1 +R(±)P1 →
R
(±)
P1 , R
(±)
P2,e + R
(±)
P2,e → R(±)P2,e and R(+)K + R(+)P1 → R(+)K , R(−)K,e + R(−)P2,e → R(−)K,e respetively.
These relations are nontrivial, although it is lear that they are satised up to CDD
fators. It is remarkable that R
(+)
P2,e annot be obtained by bootstrap from kink reetion
fators, while the other partile reetion fators R
(±)
P1 and R
(−)
P2,e an.
4.1 Properties of the ground state reetion fators
R
(+)
K is bijetive (of rank two) in the physial strip. {R(−)K,+1}
K
0 1
2
K
0 1
2
(θ) and {R(−)K,−1}
K
1 1
2
K
1 1
2
(θ)
have a zero at θ = i(π−ξ), so R(−)K,e is of rank one at this angle. This zero is in the physial
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strip if π > ξ > π/2, any other zeroes of the kink amplitudes are outside the physial
strip.
Consequently, the relations R
(+)
K + R
(+)
K → R(+)P1 , and R(−)K,e + R(−)K,e → R(−)P2,e together
with the bijetivity of the kink-kink fusing tensor and SK imply that R
(+)
P1 is of rank
two (bijetive) and has no poles in the physial strip, and R
(−)
P2,e(θ) is also bijetive for
generi values of θ, but it is of rank one if θ = i(π − ξ ± ρ/2). It is possible for these
angles to be in the physial strip and on the imaginary axis if Im(ξ) = 0. In this ase
(π − ξ − ρ/2) > −π/2, so if (π − ξ − ρ/2) is negative, then there is a pole in the physial
strip at i(ρ/2 + ξ − π) beause of unitarity. If (π − ξ − ρ/2) > 0, then R(−)P2,e(θ) has no
poles and zeroes in the physial strip, and within the physial strip it is of rank 1 if and
only if θ = i(π− ξ ± ρ/2). We therefore impose the following ondition on ξ (and also on
γ) provided that Im(ξ) = 0:
π − ξ ≥ ρ/2. (37)
R
(−)
P1 is also bijetive and has no poles in the physial strip. It an be veried by diret
alulation that R
(+)
P2,e(θ) is degenerate (of rank two) at θ = i(π − ξ ± ρ/2) and θ =
i(π + ξ ± ρ/2), so the ondition (37) reads in this ase as
π − |ξ| ≥ ρ/2. (38)
(Note that the relation between ξ and γ is dierent in the (+) and (−) ases). If ξ is not
real, then all the kink and partile reetion fators are nondegenerate on the imaginary
axis within the physial strip.
The relations above imply that it is onsistent with the rst boundary bootstrap
equation to desribe the reetions on ground state boundary of all kinks and partiles
in a theory by the minimal R
(+)
K , R
(−)
K,e, R
(±)
P1 , R
(±)
P2,e solutions, whih have the property
that they have neither poles nor (overall) zeroes on the imaginary axis in the physial
strip, so the pole struture of the (full) ground state reetion fators is the same as in
the non-supersymmetri theory.
A partiular boundary sattering theory is haraterized apart from the parameters of
the bulk theory by the sign (+) or (−), and also by the parameters γ and e. In the (+)
ase the amplitudes R
(+)
K and R
(+)
P1 are to be used if there are both kinks and partiles in
the theory. If there are only partiles in the theory, then either R
(+)
P2,e should be used for
all partiles, or R
(+)
P1 . In the (−) ase the amplitudes R(−)K,e and R(−)P2,e should be used as
ground state reetion fators if there are both kinks and partiles in the theory. If there
are only partiles in the theory, then either R
(−)
P2,e or R
(−)
P1 should be used for all partiles.
(37) and (38) imply that if R
(±)
P2,e desribes the ground state reetions of the partiles
in a theory, then
π − |ξ| ≥ ρmax/2, ρmax = max
i
(ρi), (39)
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Figure 6: Boundary bootstrap equation I (BBE I)
where i runs over all partiles, is neessary and suient for all R
(±)
P2,e to have no poles
in the physial strip. We remark, that the following CDD fators are onsistent with the
BBE I: E(θ) = C(θ− iρ/2)C(θ+ iρ/2) for partiles with mass 2M cos(ρ/2), and C(θ) for
kinks, where C(θ) is an arbitrary CDD fator.
We introdue the following notation for the supersymmetri part of boundary bound
states: | ν1, ν2, ..., νk, B 1
2
〉 denotes a multiplet (subspae) of states, where ν1, ν2,...,νk are
the fusing angles in the suessive steps of the reation of the multiplet of states. The
inoming bulk partile multiplet in the nth step of the reation is pn(iνn). It is either a
kink or a boson/fermion multiplet, and if it is a boson/fermion multiplet, then also an
angle un is assoiated to it (see (14)). We will sometimes use the letter µ instead of ν if
the inoming bulk partile multiplet is a kink multiplet. We usually use the term state
for a multiplet (subspae) of states from now on. We all two states | ν1, ν2, ..., νk, B 1
2
〉
and | ν ′1, ν ′2, ..., ν ′k′, B 1
2
〉 equal if and only if k = k′, νi = ν ′i, and the type (boson/fermion
or kink) and mass of pi is the same as that of p
′
i ∀i = 1...k. In other words, two states
are regarded equal if they are generated in the same way. The number k1 + k2/2 will be
alled the level of the boundary state, where k1 is the number of partiles and k2 is the
number of kinks among the k = k1+k2 inoming partiles. The notation for several kinks
or partiles in the bulk is | p(iθ1), ..., p(iθn), ν1, ..., νk, B 1
2
〉 if the boundary is in the state
| ν1, ..., νk, B 1
2
〉. iθ1...iθn are the rapidities and k(iθ) is also used instead of p(iθ) for kinks.
The B 1
2
 will often be omitted.
Two states will be alled equivalent if they an be mapped to eah other by a bijetive
supersymmetry-equivariant map so that their orresponding reetion and sattering am-
plitudes on any other states are also equal. Our aim is to haraterize the supersymmetri
parts of the states up to equivalene.
We introdue the shorthand p1(iθ1)Fp2(iθ2) for the statement p1(iθ1) and p2(iθ2)
satisfy the bulk fusing onditions desribed in setion 2. For the onverse of this statement
we use the shorthand p1(iθ1)nFp2(iθ2).
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Figure 7: Boundary bootstrap equation II (BBE II)
4.2 Supersymmetri boundary states generated by partiles
In this and subsequent setions the subsripts and supersripts introdued for two-partile
S-matries and one-partile reetion matries will often be suppressed, but this should
not ause any onfusion. The following disussion applies to all the ases desribed in
the previous setion. In this setion and in 4.3 we assume, that the ground state kink or
partile reetion fators used are nondegenerate at the rapidities iν1, ..., iνk, | ν1, ..., νk〉
being the state under onsideration. The disussion of the ase when this ondition is not
satised is deferred until the end of setion 4.4.
The following arguments inlude diagrams of proesses, states, et., but it is important
that they are to be understood to represent algebrai objets, expressions and relations.
It is not required that the partiular non-supersymmetri theory to be supersymmetrized
ontains the ounterparts of all the states (for example) that will be introdued.
4.2.1 First level boundary states
A rst level boundary bound state | ν〉 has multipliity 2, and the orresponding fusing
tensors are bijetive. Reetion amplitudes on a rst level boundary state | ν〉 are obtained
by the seond bootstrap equation (see g. 7):
R1(θ)[I ⊗ g] = [I ⊗ g][SP (θ + iν)⊗ I][I ⊗R(θ)][SP (θ − iν)⊗ I], (40)
where θ is the rapidity of the reeting partile p1, R is a ground state partile ree-
tion amplitude, g is a boundary fusing tensor, and R1 is the reetion amplitude to be
determined.
It is lear from the r.h.s. of eq. (40) that R1(θ) has no poles if θ− iν (and also θ) is on
the imaginary axis in the physial strip. This does not guarantee that R1(θ) has no poles
in the physial strip (on the imaginary axis) at all, beause θ − iν is not neessarily in
the physial strip. SP (θ− iν) on the r.h.s. has a pole at θ preisely if p(iν)Fp1(θ), where
ν > θ/i. In this ase R1 also has a pole at θ. It an easily be heked that if p(iν)Fp1(θ)
then SP (θ + iν) is bijetive.
Consequently, assuming that | ν〉 has multipliity 2, R1(θ) has no poles on the imagi-
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Figure 8:
nary axis in the physial strip if and only if p(iν)Fp1(θ) is impossible for θ/i < ν, i.e.
ν ≤ u+ u1, (41)
where u is the angle assoiated (see (14)) to the partile that generates the boundary
state | ν〉 and u1 is the angle assoiated to the reeting partile p1(θ). This implies that
in order for the supersymmetri reetion amplitudes of all partiles in a theory on the
boundary state | ν〉 to have no poles on the imaginary axis in the physial strip it is
neessary and suient that
ν ≤ u+ umin, (42)
where umin = mini ui, i runs over all partiles in the theory.
4.2.2 The multipliity of seond level boundary states
Let | ν1, ν2〉 be a boundary bound state and assume that | ν1〉 satises (42). We onsider
rst the ase when ν2 > ν1. In this ase the amplitude A shown on the l.h.s of gure 8
an be used to determine the multipliity and transformation properties of | ν1, ν2〉. The
following equations hold in this ase (see also g. 8):
[I ⊗ h1]h2g2[I ⊗ g1] = [I ⊗ h1]R21(iν2)[I ⊗ g1] =
= [I ⊗ h1][I ⊗ g1][SP (iν2 + iν1)⊗ I][I ⊗ R(iν2)][SP (iν2 − iν1)I] =
= [I ⊗ R(iν1)][SP (iν1 + iν2)⊗ I][I ⊗ R(iν2)][SP (iν2 − iν1)⊗ I]. (43)
If SP (iν1 + iν2) and SP (iν1 − iν2) are bijetive, then the multipliity of the state | ν1, ν2〉
is 4, and it transforms as the two-partile state | p(iν2), p(iν1), B 1
2
〉.
If SP (iν1 − iν2) is degenerate, then the equation represented in g. 9a. holds.
It is not hard to see, that the ground state reetion fator R shown on the gure is
bijetive, so the equation implies that the multipliity of the state | ν1, ν2〉 is 2 and it is
equivalent to | p(iν ′), B 1
2
〉. Continuing the equation shown on gure 9a. one an introdue
a new rst level state | ν ′〉. This is shown on gure 9b. | ν ′〉 is equivalent to | ν1, ν2〉. It is
easy to verify that ν ′ also satises ondition (42).
If SP (iν1 − iν2) is bijetive but SP (iν1 + iν2) is not, then the equation orresponding
either to g. 11a. or to g. 11b. holds, and it shows that the multipliity of the state
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Figure 9:
Figure 10:
| ν1, ν2〉 is 2 and it is equivalent to | p(iν ′), B 1
2
〉. (R is bijetive.) Again a new | ν ′′〉 rst
level state an be introdued, whih is equivalent to | ν1, ν2〉. It is easy to verify that ν ′′
also satises ondition (42).
In ase of ν2 < ν1 we onsider the amplitude shown on the left hand side of gure
10. The ondition (42) implies that SP (iν1 − iν2) is bijetive, so this amplitude is useful
for determining the multipliity of | ν1, ν2〉. An equation (whih is analogous to (43))
orresponding to gure 10 is satised, and the same onsiderations apply to the r.h.s. as
in the ν1 < ν2 ase. It is lear in partiular that | ν1, ν2〉 is equivalent to | ν2, ν1〉 if these
states have multipliity 4, i.e. if SP (i|ν1 − ν2|) and SP (iν1 + iν2) are bijetive.
R
(a)
R
(b)
Figure 11:
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4.2.3 Sattering on seond level boundary states
Let | ν1, ν2〉 be a seond level boundary bound state for whih SP (i|ν1− ν2|) and SP (iν1+
iν2) are bijetive. In any other ase | ν1, ν2〉 is equivalent to some lower level state, and
sattering on | ν1, ν2〉 is equivalent to sattering on that lower level state. The same
argument as in subsetion 4.2.1 gives that ondition (42) has to be satised also by ν2 in
order for the reetion amplitude on | ν1, ν2〉 to have no poles on the imaginary axis in
the physial strip.
4.2.4 Boundary states of arbitrary level
The following results an be obtained by applying for higher level states essentially the
same steps and arguments as desribed in the previous subsetions. The strategy is the
following: a multi-partile reetion amplitude like the one on the l.h.s. of gure 8 or 10
should be onsidered at the values of rapidities orresponding to the boundary bound state
under onsideration. The orresponding diagram should be transformed into a diagram
in whih no lines orresponding to boundary states our (as on g. 8). Then the verties
at whih the orresponding two-partile sattering amplitudes are degenerate should be
split, and the fusing and deaying points should be moved suiently far away in the
future and in the past, while keeping the rest of the diagram xed. If more than one
verties an be split, then one of them should be hosen appropriately. Finally, if there
are no more verties to split, then the diagram is in a form that shows the transformation
and sattering properties of the boundary state manifestly.
Proposition 1: A general boundary bound state is equivalent to a boundary state
| ν1, ν2, ..., νn〉, whih is suh that νi satises ondition (42) for i = 1..n, and p(iνi)nFp(iνj)
and
p(iνi)nFp(−iνj) are satised for any i, j = 1..n, i 6= j. The multipliity of this state is
2n and the state is equivalent to | p(iν1), p(iν2), ..., p(iνn), B 1
2
〉. The reetion amplitudes
on the state | ν1, ν2, ..., νn〉 have no poles on the imaginary axis in the physial strip. A
boundary state with these properties will be alled irreduible. Two irreduible states
diering only in the order of the angles νi are equivalent. Note that if | ν1, ν2, ..., νn〉 is an
irreduible state then so is | ν1, ν2, ..., νk−1, νk+1, ..., νn〉 obtained by removing νk.
Proposition 1 an be derived by indution on the level of boundary states using Propo-
sition 2.
Proposition 2: If an inoming partile of rapidity iνn+1 fuses with the irreduible state
| ν1, ν2, ..., νn〉, then three ases an be distinguished:
1st ase: p(iνn+1)nFp(iνk) and p(iνn+1)nFp(−iνk) for k = 1..n. The produed state
is equivalent to the level n + 1 state | ν1, ..., νn, νn+1〉, whih is irreduible. νn+1 has to
satisfy (42) in this ase in order for the reetion fators on the produed state to have
no poles on the imaginary axis in the physial strip.
2nd ase: p(iνn+1)Fp(iνk) for one or more values of k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Let νk0 be the
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greatest among the orresponding νk-s. The produed state is equivalent to
| ν1, ..., νk0−1, ν ′k0 , νk0+1, ...νn〉, where ν ′k0 an be omputed by fusing p(iνn+1) and p(iνk0)
(see g. 9a. ). It is easy to verify that ν ′k0 satises (42), so| ν1, ..., νk0−1, ν ′k0 , νk0+1, ...νn〉 has the property that p(iνi)nFp(iνj) for i, j = 1..n and
det(R(iν ′k0)) 6= 0, but p(iνi)nFp(−iνj) is not neessarily true. If the latter property is also
true for | ν1, ..., νk0−1, ν ′k0, νk0+1, ...νn〉 then it is irreduible, otherwise the 3rd ase applies
to it with p(iν ′k0) being the inoming bulk partile and | ν1, ..., νk0−1, νk0+1, ...νn, B 12 〉 the
boundary state.
3rd ase: p(iνi)nFp(iνj) for i, j = 1..n, but p(iνn+1)Fp(−iνk) is true for ertain values
of k. Let νk0 be the smallest of the orresponding angles. The produed state is equivalent
to | ν1, ..., νk0−1, ν ′k0, νk0+1, ...νn〉, where ν ′k0 arises by fusing p(iνn+1) and p(−iνk0) (see gs.
11 a.,b.). It is easy to verify that ν ′k0 satises (42), so this state has the property that
p(iνi)nFp(iνj) for i, j = 1..n. det(R(iν
′
k0
)) 6= 0 is also true, but p(iνi)nFp(−iνj) is not
neessarily. If the latter ondition is also satised, then | ν1, ..., νk0−1, ν ′k0 , νk0+1, ...νn〉 is
irreduible, otherwise the present ase applies to it with p(iν ′k0) being the inoming bulk
partile and | ν1, ..., νk0−1, νk0+1, ...νn〉 the boundary state.
Even if applying the 2nd or the 3rd ase does not result in an irreduible state, the
level of the involved boundary state dereases by one, so an irreduible state is obtained
in a nite number of steps.
The equivalenes stated in Proposition 2 in the seond and third ases an be derived
as follows: as in the previous subsetions, one uses a multi-partile reetion amplitude
(see e.g. the r.h.s of g. 8) to determine the transformation properties of the produed
state. In the orresponding diagram the sattering vertex of p(iνn+1) and p(iνk0) should
be split to a fusion and a deay vertex rst, and then the fusing and deaying points
should be moved far away in the past and future (using the Yang-Baxter equations). This
should be done in suh a way that those reetions whih are not moved (with angles
iνk, k 6= n + 1, k0) should eventually take plae between the fusing and deaying points.
If these points are moved suiently far away, then beause of the hoie of k0 all two-
partile satterings before the fusing point and after the deaying point are bijetive, so
only the part of the diagram that lies between these points is relevant.
The statements above an be used to determine the multipliities and transformation
properties of a boundary bound state in onretely given models in a nite number of
steps. | ν1, ν2, ..., νk〉 being the boundary state, the irreduible state equivalent to | ν1, ν2〉
should be determined rst, then using the result the state equivalent to | ν1, ν2, ν3〉 should
be determined, and so on.
4.3 Boundary states generated by kinks and partiles
The statements and arguments in this subsetion are similar to those in 4.2.4.
Proposition 1: A general boundary bound state is equivalent to a state | ν1, ν2, ..., νn〉
whih is suh that νi satises ondition (42) if pi(iνi) is a partile, and pi(iνi)nFpj(iνj) and
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pi(iνi)nFpj(−iνj) are satised for any i, j = 1..n, i 6= j. There is at most one kink among
the pi-s. A state with these properties will be alled irreduible. The multipliity of these
states is 2n and they are equivalent to | p1(iν1), p2(iν2), ..., pn(iνn), B 1
2
〉. The reetion
amplitudes on these states have no poles on the imaginary axis in the physial strip. Two
irreduible states diering only in the order of the orresponding pi(iνi)-s are equivalent.
Removing any angle from an irreduible state results in an irreduible state.
Proposition 1 an be derived by indution on the level of boundary states using Propo-
sition 2.
Proposition 2: If an inoming partile of rapidity iνn+1 fuses with an irreduible bound-
ary state, then the following four ases an be distinguished:
1st ase: the boundary state is | ν1, ν2, ..., νn〉, where all the pi-s (i = 1..n) are partiles
and pn+1 is also a partile. This situation is desribed in setion 4.2.
2nd ase: the boundary state is | ν1, ν2, ..., νn〉, where all the pi-s (i = 1..n) are partiles
and pn+1 is a kink. If p(iνn+1)nFp(−iνk) is satised for k = 1..n, then the produed state
| ν1, ..., νn, νn+1〉 is irreduible. If p(iνn+1)Fp(−iνk) for some values of k, then let νk0 be
the smallest among the orresponding νk-s. The produed state is equivalent to the state
| ν1, ..., νk0−1, νk0+1, ...νn, ν ′k0〉, where ν ′k0 an be omputed by fusing p(iνn+1) and p(iνk0),
and p(iν ′k0) is a kink. | ν1, ..., νk0−1, νk0+1, ...νn, ν ′k0〉 is either irreduible or the present ase
applies to it with p(iν ′k0) being the inoming bulk kink.
3rd ase: the boundary state is | ν1, ν2, ..., µm, ..., νn〉, pm is a kink and pn+1 is a partile.
This is very similar to the rst ase. It is possible that the produed state is equivalent
to the irreduible state | ν1, ν2, ..., µm, ..., νn, νn+1〉. In this ase (42) must be satised
for νn+1. The other possibility is that the produed state is equivalent to the state
| ν1, ..., νk0−1, νk0+1, ...νn, ν ′k0〉, where pk0 is either a kink or a partile. This state is either
irreduible or the present or the 2nd ase applies to it with pk0 being the inoming partile.
4th ase: The boundary state is | ν1, ν2, ..., µm, ..., νn〉, where pm is a kink and the
inoming partile pn+1 is also a kink. In this ase the vertex of the two kinks p(iµm) and
p(iνn+1) an be split and the fusing and deaying points should be moved far away to
the past and future. Thus the produed state is equivalent to | ν1, ν2, ..., ν ′m, ..., νn〉, where
p(iν ′m) is a partile, ν
′
m is determined by µm and νn+1. Now the rst ase an be applied
with p(iν ′m) being the inoming bulk partile and | ν1, ν2, ..., νm−1, νm+1, ..., νn〉 being the
boundary state. It is easy to see that ν ′ satises the ondition (42) in a stronger form:
ν ′ ≤ u′. (44)
The statements above an be used to determine the multipliities and transformation
properties of a boundary bound state in onretely given models in a nite number of
steps (see also the end of setion 4.2.4).
An important simple speial ase is the following: if |µ1, µ2, ..., µn〉 is suh that all the
pi-s (i = 1..n), are kinks and µi 6= µj for all i 6= j, then the multipliity of this state is
the maximal 2⌈n/2⌉. This follows immediately from the bijetivity of SK , but ould also
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be derived using the propositions above. The reetion amplitudes on suh a state have
no poles on the imaginary axis in the physial strip.
We remark that irreduible states that are not equal in our terminology an be equiv-
alent.
In the next subsetion we bring the results of the present and 4.2 subsetions to a
simpler form.
4.4 Supersymmetri boundary states and fusing rules
To a supersymmetri partile (multiplet) p(θ) with mass m = 2M cos(ρ/2) we assign
the following (not ordered) set of rapidities: Lp(θ) = {θ − iρ/2, θ + iρ/2}, where it is
not required that θ ± iρ/2 be in the physial strip. The elements of the set are the
rapidities of those kinks whih fuse to the partile p(θ). Lp(θ) determines p(θ) uniquely.
We assign the set Lk(θ) = {θ} to a kink k(θ). This notation allows us to summarize the
bulk supersymmetri fusing rules in a simple form. In terms of these sets the bulk fusion
p1 + p2 → p3 of two partiles takes the form
{θ1, θ2}+ {θ3, θ1 ± iπ} → {θ2, θ3}, (45)
where Lp1 = {θ1, θ2}, Lp2 = {θ3, θ1 ± iπ}, Lp3 = {θ2, θ3}, and θ1, θ2, θ3 are appropriate
omplex rapidities. Similarly, the fusion of a kink and a partile k1 + p → k2 takes the
form
{θ1}+ {θ2, θ1 ± iπ} → {θ2}. (46)
A kink-kink fusion k(θ1) + k(θ2)→ p takes the form
{θ1}+ {θ2} → {θ1, θ2}. (47)
The essential point is that in these fusions the set of rapidities orresponding to the nal
state is obtained in the following way: the disjoint union of the two sets of rapidities
orresponding to the fusing partiles/kinks is formed and the pair of rapidities diering
by ±iπ are deleted (if there is any suh pair). We allow here and further on that a set
ontains ertain elements several times, i.e. the elements of the sets we onsider have
multipliity.
These rules are in aordane with the fat that SK is bijetive (of rank 6) in the
physial strip but is of rank 3 at θ = iπ. The fusing rules (45), (46), (47) apply in the
same form if we do not perform the fatorizations desribed in setion 2.3, i.e. if two kinks
fuse into a state with multipliity 6, whih we all two-kink-state. Correspondingly, the
fusing rules given in setion 2.3 also apply in this ase with the minor modiation that
two-kink-states should be substituted for supersymmetri partiles. In this ase the
fusion of two kinks produes a two-kink-state state with multipliity 6 as desribed in
setions 2.2 and 2.3. It does not seem to be useful to stress the deomposition (8) beause
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of the adjaeny onditions and relations following from the kink adjaeny onditions.
Numerial (TCSA) alulations in nite volume suggest [20℄ that it is possible that the
breathers of the bulk supersymmetri sine-Gordon model transform as two-kink-states
rather than simple SUSY partiles [17℄.
Let us assume that the partile reetions are desribed by the fators R
(±)
P1 or R
(−)
P2,e,
i.e. by the fators that an be obtained by bootstrap from the kink reetion fators. The
ase of R
(+)
P2,e will be onsidered later.
To a general boundary state v = | ν1, ν2, ...νn〉 we assign the set Pv the elements of
whih are the sets of rapidities assigned to p1, p2, ..., pn with the modiation that all
the rapidities iθ (θ ∈ R) are hanged to i|θ|. Note that 0 ≤ |θ| < π. For example,
Pv = {{i|θ11|, i|θ12|}, {...}, ...} if p1 is a partile and Lp1(iν1) = {iθ11, iθ12}. The disjoint
union of the sets ontained by Pv is denoted by ∪Pv. It is easily veried that v is irreduible
if and only if ∪Pv does not have two elements iθ1, iθ2 for whih θ1 + θ2 = π.
Let v′ denote the (not neessarily unique) irreduible state obtained from the boundary
state v by applying the results of setion 4.2 and 4.3. It is straightforward to verify that the
eet of the steps (desribed in 4.2.4 and 4.3) used to obtain v′ is that pairs of rapidities
in ∪Pv with the property θ1 + θ2 = π are removed. Consequently, ∪Pv′ is obtained from
∪Pv by removing all suh pairs. We introdue the notation Lv = ∪Pv′ .
Using BBE I it is easy to see that an irreduible state w is equivalent to the state
w˜ = | θ1, θ2, ..., θn〉, where p(iθi) is a kink for all i-s, Lw = ∪Pw = {iθi | i = 1...n}, and
0 < θ1 ≤ θ2 ≤ ... ≤ θn. However, some of the θ-s an be outside the physial strip here.
This state has multipliity 2⌈n/2⌉ and it is equivalent to | k(iθ1), k(iθ2), ..., k(iθn), B 1
2
〉.
Now it is lear that two irreduible states w1 and w2 are equivalent if Lw1 = Lw2.
This ondition is also neessary: the bootstrap equations applied to w˜ (where w is an
irreduible state) imply that the one-kink reetion amplitude r(iθ) on w an also be
expressed as a produt ontaining the fators SK(i(θ ± θi), RK(iθ) and θ-independent
numerial fators, where iθ is the rapidity of the reeting kink. Thus the sequene θi,
i = 1...n is uniquely determined by the analyti properties of r(iθ), so if w1 and w2 are
equivalent, then Lw1 = Lw2 must hold.
The supersymmetri boundary fusion rules an be summarized as follows: a supersym-
metri boundary state v is equivalent to the state (˜v′). Two supersymmetri boundary
bound states v, z are equivalent if and only if Lw = Lz (or equivalently (˜v′) = (˜z′)). The
reetion fators on v have no poles and zeroes on the imaginary axis in the physial strip
if and only if
θi < π − ρmax/2 ∀i = 1...n. (48)
(See (39) for ρmax, Lv = {iθi | i = 1...n}) Consider now the boundary fusion p + v → y,
where p is a bulk partile, v and y are boundary states. Ly an be obtained from Lp
and Lv in the following way: the disjoint union Lp ∪ Lv should be formed, the rapidities
iθ ∈ Lp ∪ Lv should be replaed by the values i|θ|, and all the pairs iθ1, iθ2 satisfying the
ondition θ1 + θ2 = π should be removed. This rule is analogous to the bulk fusion rules,
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but the amplitudes iθ and −iθ (θ ∈ R) are identied in this ase.
It is also possible that (48) is not satised for ertain bound states, but the poles of the
(supersymmetri) reetion fators on them are aneled by zeroes of the orresponding
non-supersymmetri reetion fator, so the poles of the supersymmetri reetion fators
do not introdue new bound states. The fusion rules above apply in this ase as well.
These boundary fusion rules an be applied unhanged if instead of supersymmetri
partiles two-kink-states are taken.
The statements above also apply to the ase when partile reetions on the ground
state are desribed by the fator R
(+)
P2,e with the following modiation: the rapidities
should not be altered when Pv is onstruted, i.e. for example Pv = {{iθ11, iθ12}, {...}, ...}.
Although a rapidity θ in ∪Pv is not identied with −θ, ∪Pv1 and ∪Pv2 are regarded
equivalent if they an be obtained from one another by hanging the sign of an even
number of rapidities. Lv is obtained from ∪Pv by removing all the pairs of amplitudes of
the form iθ,−iθ, taking into onsideration that the sign of an even number of amplitudes in
∪Pv an be hanged freely. If a hange of signs gives rise to pairs of the form iθ,−iθ, then
this hange should be done, and the arising pairs should be removed. w is equivalent to
| k(iθ1), k(iθ2), ..., k(iθn), B 1
2
〉, where Lw = {iθ1, ..., iθn}. The states v and w are equivalent
if and only if Lv an be transformed into Lw by hanging the sign of an even number of
rapidities. We use the notation Lv ∼ Lw in this ase. Ly is obtained from Lp ∪ Lv in the
same way as Lv from ∪Pv.
These modiations are due to the fat that R
(+)
P2,e is not obtained from a kink ampli-
tude by bootstrap and the boundary Yang-Baxter equation is not satised by R
(+)
P2,e and
R
(+)
K .
We onsider now the ase when kink rapidities i(π − |ξ|) are also allowed, and the
reetions on the ground state are desribed by the fators R
(−)
K,e, R
(−)
P2,e or R
(+)
P2,e. This is
the ase when the ground state reetion fators are allowed to be degenerate at partiular
fusing rapidities (see also the rst paragraph of setion 4.2). The desription above is
modied in this ase as follows: it is not allowed to hange the sign of all the rapidities
i(π − |ξ|) in a set in the (+) ase.
In the (−) ase, if Lv ontains i(π − |ξ|), then the state v is equivalent to the state
| k(iθ1), k(iθ2), ..., k(iθl−1), k(iθl+1), ..., k(iθn), B0/1〉, where iθ1, ..., iθn are the elements of
Lv (they are not neessarily dierent), θl = π − |ξ|, and |B0/1〉 = | π − |ξ|〉. It is allowed
that |θj | = π − |ξ| for several integers j 6= l. The multipliity of v is 2⌈n/2⌉−1. |B0/1〉 is a
singlet state.
In the (+) ase v is equivalent to
| k(iθ1), k(iθ2), ..., k(iθl−1), k(iθl+1), ..., k(iθj−1), k(iθj+1), ..., k(iθn), B′1
2
〉, where j is hosen
arbitrarily and |B′1
2
〉 = | ν ′〉, p(iν ′) is the partile onstituted by the kinks k(iθl) and
k(iθj). |B′1
2
〉 is a singlet state.
The rules and statements of the present subsetion are suient to determine the
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transformation and sattering properties of the boundary bound states in onretely given
models without the use of the results desribed in 4.2.4 and 4.3.
Further supersymmetri boundary theories may be obtained from known ones by pro-
jetion, i.e. by fatoring out ertain boundary bound states. We do not disuss this
possibility in detail.
It is important to note that we have not taken into onsideration the statistis of the
various bulk partiles at all, i.e. we have assumed free statistis. The orret statistial
properties an be ahieved by projetion. An example of this an be found in setion 5.3.
Let us onsider now the situation that a boundary state in the non-supersymmetri
theory an be reated in more than one way, i.e. the states v and v′ are equivalent (and so
regarded to be the same) in the non-supersymmetri theory. Suh an equivalene is usu-
ally established by transforming ertain diagrams representing amplitudes into eah other,
where the allowed transformations inlude shifting lines using bootstrap and Yang-Baxter
equations and splitting or fusing verties. These transformations are similar to those done
above, and we expet that they an usually be used to establish the equivalene of the
orresponding supersymmetri states as well. Therefore we expet that the supersym-
metri states Sv and Sv′ orresponding to v and v′ are also equivalent, i.e. LSv = LSv′
(or LSv ∼ LSv′). The equivalene of suh states should be heked in spei models, but
we expet that the requirement that suh states should be equivalent is usually satised
and does dot plae onstraints on the boundary fusing rules of the non-supersymmetri
theory. The only really restritive ondition on the appliability of the Ansatz desribed
in the previous setions is thus (48).
5 Examples
The following statement illustrates the phenomenon also enountered in the bulk sat-
tering theory [3, 1℄ that presribing the representations in whih the boundary states
transform plaes very restritive onditions on the boundary fusing rules. Let P be a
supersymmetri partile with parameters m = 2M sin(u) (where M > 0, 0 < u ≤ π/2).
Let the boundary state w = | ν1, ν2, ..., νn〉 be generated by this partile in n steps and
assume that the ground state partile reetion fator is nondegenerate at iνi, i = 1..n.
In this ase | ν1〉, | ν1, ν2〉,...,w have multipliity 2 (and are equivalent to rst level states)
if and only if νk − νk−1 = 2u ∀k = 2...n.
For the sake of simpliity, we do not onsider the ase when partile reetions on the
ground state are desribed by R
(+)
P2,e in the next subsetions.
5.1 Boundary sine-Gordon model
The partile spetrum of the bulk sine-Gordon theory (SG) ontains a soliton (s) and
an antisoliton (s¯) of mass M and the breathers Bn of mass mn = 2M sin(un), where
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un = πn/(2λ), n = 1, ..., [λ], λ and M are parameters of the model. The breathers are
self-onjugate, and the onjugate of s is s¯. The fusing rules (given in the form proess,
(fusing angle)) are the following: s + s¯ → Bn, (π − 2un); Bn + Bm → Bn+m, (un + um)
provided n +m ≤ [λ]; and the rossed versions of these rules. They are onsistent with
assoiating kink representations to s and s¯ and partile or two-kink-state representations
with α = −1/(2M) to the breathers. The sets orresponding to the supersymmetri parts
of s, s¯, and Bn are Ls = {θ}, Ls¯ = {θ}, LBn = {θ + i(π/2− un), θ − i(π/2− un)}.
The boundary SG model (BSG) as dened in [19℄ (see also [18℄) has the boundary
spetrum ontaining the states |n1, n2, ..., nk〉, where n1, n2, ..., nk are nonnegative integers
satisfying the ondition π/2 ≥ νn1 > wn2 > νn3 > ... ≥ 0, where νn = η/λ − u2n+1,
wn = π − η/λ− u2n−1, and 0 < η ≤ pi2 (λ+ 1) is a boundary parameter. The fusing rules
[18, 22℄ are listed in the following table:
Initial state partile rapidity nal state
|n1, ..., n2k〉 s, s¯ iνn |n1, ..., n2k, n〉
|n1, ..., n2k−1〉 s, s¯ iwn |n1, ..., n2k−1, n〉
|n1, ..., n2k, n2k+1, ...〉 Bn i12(νl − wn−l) |n1, ..., n2k, l, n− l, n2k+1, ...〉
|n1, ..., n2k−1, n2k, ...〉 Bn i12(wl − νn−l) |n1, ..., n2k−1, l, n− l, n2k, ...〉
|n1, ..., n2k, ...〉 Bn i12(ν−n2k − wn+n2k) |n1, ..., n2k + n, ...〉
|n1, ..., n2k−1, ...〉 Bn i12(w−n2k−1 − νn+n2k−1) |n1, ..., n2k−1 + n, ...〉
The rst two lines show that the whole boundary spetrum an be generated by
kinks. Correspondingly, we assoiate to the BSG state |n1, n2, ..., nk〉 the supersymmetri
part | νn1, wn2, νn3, ...B 1
2
〉 (using the notation introdued earlier), where p(iνn1), p(iwn2)...
are kinks. Now we have to verify if the fusion rules given in the 3-6th lines are also
valid for these supersymmetri parts. This is easily done by using the rules given in
setion 4.4. Let us onsider the 3rd line rst. Let v = | νn1, ..., wn2k , νn2k+1, ..., B 1
2
〉,
p = p(i1
2
(νl − wn−l)) with un, w2k > νl > wn−l > ν2k+1, and p + v → y. In this
ase Lp = {iνl,−iwn−l}, so Ly = {iνn1 , . . . , iwn2k , iνn2k+1 , . . . , iνl, iwn−l}. The 4th line is
similar. Turning to the 5th line, let v = | νn1, ..., wn2k , ..., B 1
2
〉, p = p(i1
2
(ν−n2k − wn+n2k))
with un, and p + v → y. Now Lp = {iν−n2k ,−iwn+n2k}, and beause of ν−n2k + wn2k = π
we have Ly = {iνn1 , ..., iwn+n2k , ...}. The 6th line is similar to the 5th line.
Condition (48) is learly satised for all boundary states, so the supersymmetri fators
of the reetion amplitudes have no poles on the imaginary axis in the physial strip.
We remark that the one-partile reetion amplitudes and two-partile S-matries of
the BSG model ontain two bulk and two boundary parameters. The relation between
these parameters and the parameter γ (see (33)) in the (−) ase is not yet known, so it
annot be deided whether any of the angles νn and wn oinides with π − ξ or not. The
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transformation and sattering properties of the boundary states are modied by suh a
oinidene.
Beause of the solitons the fator R
(+)
P2,e annot be used to desribe the reetions of
breathers on the ground state boundary. This fator an be used, however, if one restrits
to the breather setor of the model.
5.2 Boundary sinh-Gordon model
The boundary sinh-Gordon (BShG) model is obtained from the BSG model by analyti
ontinuation in the bulk oupling onstant β, where β is related to λ through λ = 8pi−β
2
β2
.
In ShG β = iβˆ, where βˆ ∈ R, so λ = −8pi+βˆ2
βˆ2
< −1. The partile spetrum of the ShG
model ontains only one self-onjugate partile P with a two-partile sattering amplitude
and reetion amplitude that an also be obtained from the orresponding amplitudes of
the rst SG breather (B1) by the analyti ontinuation β = iβˆ. BShG also ontains a
series of boundary states bn [12℄ orresponding to the BSG states | ν0, wn〉, n = 1... whih
are preisely those states that an be generated using B1 only. b0 is the ground state.
The bulk fusing rules are the following:
Initial state partile rapidity nal state
bn P i(
η
λ
− pi
2
+ pi
λ
n) bn+1
The supersymmetri BShG model is also obtained by the analyti ontinuation above.
This implies that in the formula m = 2M sin(u) for the partile mass M < 0 and u < 0,
i.e. the values of these parameters are not in the range that is onsidered in our paper.
A onsequene of this, for example, is that the supersymmetri fator of the two-partile
sattering amplitude has a pole in the physial strip (aneled by a zero of the non-
supersymmetri fator) [11℄. However, the supersymmetri parts of the states bn and the
orresponding reetion fators an be obtained by the same steps as those of | ν0, wn〉 but
with M < 0, u < 0, so the diagrams annot be drawn as ertain angles take non-physial
values. Thus the states bn have multipliity two in the supersymmetri BShG model if
the value of ξ is generi. The situation is similar if the ground state reetion fator is
R
(+)
P2,e.
5.3 Free partile on the half line
The supersymmetri fators of the sattering and ground state reetion amplitudes of
this model an be obtained by taking the limit α → 0, whih implies M → ∞, u → 0,
ρ → π, in the (−) ase ξ → π, R(−)P2,e → R(−)P1 , and in the (+) ase ξ → 0, R(+)P2,e → R(+)P1 .
The same result an be obtained by solving the Yang-Baxter equations. SP is also bijetive
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in the physial strip. The arguments used to establish the results desribed in setion
4.2.4 an be applied to this ase as well, and it is easy to see that the multipliity of a
level n boundary bound state is 2n irrespetively of the partiular boundary fusing rules.
The reetion amplitudes on the boundary bound states are also free from physial strip
poles for any values of the fusing angles. However, if some value of the boundary fusing
angles ours several times, then the statistial properties of the partiles should be taken
into onsideration. In partiular, if all the boundary fusing angles are the same (see [12℄),
then the multipliity of a level n boundary bound state is 2 for eah value of n. This is
onsistent with the multipliities obtained by taking the zero bulk oupling limit of the
boundary sinh-Gordon model.
5.4 Boundary a
(1)
2 ane Toda eld theory
The bulk spetrum of this model ontains two partiles 1 and 2 of equal mass m1 = m2.
Their fusing rules are 1 + 1→ 2 (π/3) and 2 + 2→ 1 (π/3). The harge onjugate of 1 is
2. These rules are easily seen to be onsistent with assoiating supersymmetri partile
representations to 1 and 2 with α = −1/(2M), m1 = m2 = 2M sin(π/3) [1℄. M is a
parameter of the model.
The boundary version of this model desribed in [13℄ ontains the boundary states
bn,m for all n,m ∈ Z, n+m ≥ 0, − 12B − 12 < n,m < 12B + 12 , and the states b−n,n and bn,−n
for all n ∈ Z, 0 ≤ 3
2B
+ 1
2
, where B is a parameter of the bulk model. We onsider only
generi values of B and only the domain 0 < B < 1, as in [13℄. b0,0 is the ground state.
The fusing rules are shown in the following table:
Initial state partile rapidity nal state
bn,m 1 i
pi
6
− ipi
6
B(2n+ 1) bn+1,m
bn,m 2 i
pi
6
− ipi
6
B(2m+ 1) bn,m+1
b−n,n, 0 ≤ n 1 ipi2 − ipi6B(2n+ 1) b−n−1,n+1
bn,−n, 0 ≤ n 2 ipi2 − ipi6B(2n+ 1) bn+1,−n−1
The supersymmetri parts assoiated to these boundary bound states are denoted by
Sbn,m, Sb−n,n, Sbn,−n respetively. It is straightforward to verify that the fusing rules
above imply that the orresponding sets LSbn,m , LSb−n,n , LSbn,−n are the following:
LSbn,m = {i(pi3 − pi6B(2j + 1)), i(pi6B(2j + 1)), i(pi3 − pi6B(2l + 1)), i(pi6B(2l + 1)) | j =
1...n, l = 1...m} if n,m ≥ 0,
LSb−n,n = LSbn,−n = {i(2pi3 − pi6B(2j + 1)), i(pi3 − pi6B(2j + 1)) | j = 1...n},
LSbn,m = {i(2pi3 − pi6B(2j + 1)), i(pi3 − pi6B(2l + 1)), i(pi6B(2r + 1)) | j = 1...(−n), l =
1...m, r = (−n + 1)...m} if n < 0,
LSbn,m = {i(2pi3 − pi6B(2j + 1)), i(pi3 − pi6B(2l + 1)), i(pi6B(2r + 1)) | j = 1...(−m), l =
1...n, r = (−m+ 1)...n} if m < 0.
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Consequently, the multipliity of Sbn,m is 2
n+m
if n,m ≥ 0, 2m if n < 0, 2n if m <
0, provided that there is no oinidene between π − ξ and the rapidities above. π −
ρmax/2 = 5π/6, so ondition (48) is satised and the supersymmetri fators of the
reetion amplitudes have no poles on the imaginary axis in the physial strip.
5.5 Boundary a
(1)
4 ane Toda eld theory
The bulk spetrum of this model ontains four partiles 1, 2, 3, 4 of mass m1 = m4 =
2M sin(π/5), m2 = m3 = 2M sin(2π/5), whereM is a parameter of the model. The fusing
rules are a+b→ c, where either c = a+b or c = a+b−5. The orresponding fusing angles
are
pi
5
(a+ b) if c = a+ b and pi
5
(10−a− b) if c = a+ b−5. The harge onjugate of 1 and 2
is 4 and 3. Theses rules are easily seen to be onsistent with assoiating supersymmetri
partile representations to 1, 2, 3, 4 with α = −1/(2M) [1℄.
The boundary version of this model desribed in [13℄ has two lasses of inequivalent
solitoni boundary onditions to whih dierent boundary spetra belong.
If the boundary onditions are of the rst lass, then there are the boundary states
bn2,n3, n2, n3 ∈ Z, n2 + n3 ≥ 0, − 12B − 12 < n2, n3 < 12B + 12 , and bn,−n and b−n,n for all
n ∈ Z, 0 ≤ n < 5
2B
+ 1
2
, where B is a parameter of the bulk model. Generi values of B
are onsidered in the domain 0 < B < 1. The fusing rules, that are analogous to those of
the a
(1)
2 model are listed in the following table:
Initial state partile rapidity nal state
bn2,n3 2 i
pi
10
− i pi
10
B(2n2 + 1) bn2+1,n3
bn2,n3 3 i
pi
10
− i pi
10
B(2n3 + 1) bn2,n3+1
b−n,n, 0 ≤ n 1 ipi2 − i pi10B(2n+ 1) b−n−1,n+1
bn,−n, 0 ≤ n 4 ipi2 − i pi10B(2n+ 1) bn+1,−n−1
The supersymmetri parts assoiated to these partiles are denoted by Sbn2,n3 , Sb−n,n,
Sbn,−n respetively. We have
LSbn2,n3 = {i(pi5 − pi10B(2j + 1)), i( pi10B(2j + 1)), i(pi5 − pi10B(2l + 1)), i( pi10B(2l + 1)) | j =
1...n2, l = 1...n3} if n2, n3 ≥ 0,
LSb−n,n = LSbn,−n = {i(4pi5 − pi10B(2j + 1)), i(pi5 − pi10B(2j + 1)) | j = 1...n},
LSbn2,n3 = {i(4pi5 − pi10B(2j + 1)), i(pi5 − pi10B(2l + 1)), i( pi10B(2r + 1)) | j = 1...(−n2), l =
1...n3, r = (−n2 + 1)...n3} if n2 < 0,
LSbn2,n3 = {i(4pi5 − pi10B(2j + 1)), i(pi5 − pi10B(2l + 1)), i( pi10B(2r + 1)) | j = 1...(−n3), l =
1...n2, r = (−n3 + 1)...n2} if n3 < 0.
The multipliity of Sbn2,n3 is 2
n2+n3
if n2, n3 ≥ 0, 2n3 if n2 < 0, 2n2 if n3 < 0, provided
that there is no oinidene between i(π − ξ) and the rapidities above.
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If B is suiently small, then the states Sb−1,1, Sb−2,2, ... violate ondition (48), so
the supersymmetri fator of the reetion amplitudes of partile 1 on these states have
poles on the imaginary axis in the physial strip. There is one suh pole for Sb−1,1 whih
is aneled by a zero of the non-supersymmetri fator of the reetion amplitude, but
there are two suh poles for Sb−2,2, of whih only one is aneled. Applying lemma 1 in
[21℄ it is not hard to see that the remaining pole annot be explained by a Coleman-Thun
mehanism. The SUSY fator of the reetion amplitude of 1 on Sb−n,n has in general n
poles loated at i( pi
10
− pi
10
B(2m + 1)), m = 1...n of whih only the one at i( pi
10
− 3pi
10
B) is
aneled by the non-supersymmetri fator, and they annot be explained by Coleman-
Thun mehanism. The situation is similar if the ground state reetion fator is R
(+)
P2,e.
If the boundary onditions are of the seond lass, then there are the boundary states
bn1,n2,n3,n4, n1, n2, n3, n4 ∈ Z, n1 + n2 ≥ 0, n2 + n3 ≥ 0, n3 + n4 ≥ 0. The fusing rules are
the following:
Initial state partile rapidity nal state
bn1,n2,n3,n4 1 i
pi
10
− i pi
10
B(2n1 + 1) bn1+1,n2,n3,n4
bn1,n2,n3,n4 2 i
pi
10
− i pi
10
B(2n2 + 1) bn1,n2+1,n3,n4
bn1,n2,n3,n4 3 i
pi
10
− i pi
10
B(2n3 + 1) bn1,n2,n3+1,n4
bn1,n2,n3,n4 4 i
pi
10
− i pi
10
B(2n4 + 1) bn1,n2,n3,n4+1
b−n2,n2,n3,n4, 0 ≤ n2 1 i3pi10 − i pi10B(2n2 + 1) b−n2−1,n2+1,n3n4
bn1,n2,n3,−n3, 0 ≤ n3 4 i3pi10 − i pi10B(2n3 + 1) bn1,n2,n3+1,n3−1
Using our rules we get
LSbn1,n2,n3,n4 = {i(2pi5 − pi10B(2l1 + 1)), i(pi5 + pi10B(2l1 + 1)), i(2pi5 − pi10B(2l4 + 1)), i(pi5 +
pi
10
B(2l4 + 1)),
i(pi
5
− pi
10
B(2l2 + 1)), i(
pi
10
B(2l2 + 1)), i(
pi
5
− pi
10
B(2l3 + 1)), i(
pi
10
B(2l3 + 1)) | li = 1...ni} if
n1, n2, n3, n4 ≥ 0,
LSb−n2,n2,n3,n4 = {i(pi5− pi10B(2l3+1)), i( pi10B(2l3+1)), i(2pi5 − pi10B(2l4+1)), i(pi5+ pi10B(2l4+
1)),
i(6pi
10
− pi
10
B(2l2 + 1)), i(
pi
10
B(2l2 + 1)) | l3 = 1...n3, l4 = 1...n4, l2 = 1...n2} if n3, n4 ≥ 0,
LSbn1,n2,n3,−n3 is similar to LSb−n2,n2,n3,n4 ,
LSb−n2,n2,n3,−n3 = {i(6pi10 − pi10B(2l2+1)), i( pi10B(2l2+1)), i(6pi10 − pi10B(2l3+1)), i( pi10B(2l3+
1)) | l2 = 1...n2, l3 = 1...n3},
LSbn1,n2,n3,n4 = {i(pi5− pi10B(2l3+1)), i( pi10B(2l3+1)), i(2pi5 − pi10B(2l4+1)), i(pi5 + pi10B(2l4+
1)),
i(6pi
10
− pi
10
B(2j1 + 1)), i(
pi
10
B(2j2 + 1)), i(
pi
5
+ pi
10
B(2j3 + 1)) | l3 = 1...n3, l4 = 1...n4, j2 =
1...n2, j1 = 1...(−n1), j3 = (−n1 + 1)...n2} if n3, n4, n2 ≥ 0, n1 < 0,
the remaining two ases when n4 < 0, n1 ≥ 0 and n4, n1 < 0 are similar.
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The multipliity of Sbn1,n2,n3,n4 is 2
n1+n2+n3+n4
if n1, n2, n3, n4 ≥ 0, 2n2+n3+n4 if n1 < 0,
n4 ≥ 0, 2n1+n2+n3 if n1 ≥ 0, n4 < 0 and 2n2+n3 if n1, n4 < 0 provided that there is no
oinidene between π−ξ and the rapidities above. Condition (48) is satised in this ase,
so the supersymmetri fators of the reetion amplitudes have no poles on the imaginary
axis in the physial strip.
6 Disussion
We onsidered the boundary supersymmetri bootstrap programme in the ase when the
ground state is a singlet with RSOS label
1
2
and the bulk partiles transform in the kink
and boson/fermion representations.
We presented a review of the relevant analogous results for bulk bootstrap. We in-
trodued the boundary supersymmetry algebra and its ation in the framework proposed
by [15, 16℄, whih requires that the boundary supersymmetry algebra has to be a oideal
of the bulk SUSY algebra. In aordane with the literature, we found that there are
two possible boundary supersymmetry algebras. The orresponding two ases denoted
by (+) and (−) lead to dierent supersymmetri ground state reetion fators. We
found that these fators are essentially the same as those given in [14, 10, 9℄. Although
the algebras of the (+) and (−) ases appear to play symmetri role, the orresponding
kink reetion fators turn out to be signiantly dierent. A further important dier-
ene between the two ases is that in the (+) ase the boson/fermion reetion fator
an be obtained by bootstrap from the kink reetion fator only at speial values of its
parameters [10℄. We also found that the kink and boson/fermion reetion fators an
be degenerate at partiular rapidities depending on a parameter γ of the ground state
representation.
We presented supersymmetri boundary fusing rules by whih the representations and
reetion fators for exited boundary bound states an be easily determined in spei
models. The main diulty of the problem is to handle the degeneraies of the boundary
fusing tensors that our at partiular rapidities (resulting from the degeneraies of the
one-partile reetion fators). These degeneraies are losely related to the degeneraies
of the bulk two-partile sattering fators and of the ground state one-partile reetion
fators. We found that the boundary fusing rules are analogous to the bulk rules [1, 3℄,
and that it is useful to haraterize the boson/fermion multiplets by their onstituent
kinks.
We onsidered the simplest ase, when the two-partile sattering fators and ground
state reetion fators are minimal and have no poles and overall zeroes on the imaginary
axis in the physial strip, and there is no interplay between the poles and zeroes of the
supersymmetri and non-supersymmetri fators of the S-matrix and reetion amplitude.
We found that the main restrition on the appliability of the desribed onstrution
follows from this ondition and from the ondition that the ground state is a singlet with
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RSOS label
1
2
(whereas in the bulk the main restrition arises beause the supersymmetry
representations are presribed).
We applied our results to the boundary sine-Gordon model [18, 2℄, to the a
(1)
2 and
a
(1)
4 ane Toda eld theories [13℄ and to the free partile. We found that the boundary
a
(1)
2 ane Toda model admits a tensor produt type supersymmetrization, whereas the
minimal supersymmetrization of the a
(1)
4 model with rst lass boundary ondition is not
possible: the supersymmetri reetion fators on some exited boundary states introdue
poles that annot be explained by Coleman-Thun mehanism. It is an open problem
whether the supersymmetrized a
(1)
2 and a
(1)
4 reetion amplitudes desribe any Lagrangian
eld theory. We also onsidered the sinh-Gordon model briey.
It is likely that representations beyond the kink and boson/fermion for the bulk par-
tiles and other (possibly non-singlet) ground state representations an also be relevant
to some models.
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Appendix
G[i,j](θ) = R[i,j](θ)R[i,j](πi− θ)
R[i,j](θ) =
1
Γ( θ
2pii
)Γ( θ
2pii
+ 1
2
)
∞∏
k=1
Γ( θ
2pii
+∆1 + k + 1)Γ(
θ
2pii
−∆1 + k)
Γ( θ
2pii
+∆1 + k − 12)Γ( θ2pii −∆1 + k + 12)
×
×Γ(
θ
2pii
+∆2 + k − 12)Γ( θ2pii −∆2 + k − 12)
Γ( θ
2pii
+∆2 + k)Γ(
θ
2pii
−∆2 + k)
,
where
∆1 = (ui + uj)/(2π), ∆2 = (ui − uj)/(2π).
ZX(+)(θ) =
√
mP (θ + iρ/2)P (θ − iρ/2)
√
2K(2θ)2−θ/(ipi),
where m = 2M cos(ρ
2
), 0 ≤ ρ < π, M = −1/α.
Z˜(−)(θ) = K(2θ)2−θ/(ipi)F (θ − iρ/2)F (θ + iρ/2), F (θ) = P (θ)K(θ + iξ)K(θ − iξ),
where γ = −2√M cos ξ
2
, 0 ≤ ξ ≤ π or Re(ξ) = 0 or Re(ξ) = π.
ZX(−)(θ) =
√
mZ˜(−)(θ)
1√
2
(cos(ρ/2)− cosh(θ)),
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where ξ = π.
Z˜(+)(θ) = iK(2θ)2−θ/(ipi)F (θ−iρ/2)F (θ+ iρ/2)U(θ), F (θ) = P (θ)K(θ+ iξ)K(θ−iξ),
where γ = −2√Mi sin(ξ/2), −π ≤ ξ ≤ π or Re(ξ) = 0 or Re(ξ) = ±π,
U(θ) = f(θ)/f(−θ),
U(iθ)
U(iθ − iπ) = −
cos(θ)− cos(ρ/2)
cos(θ) + cos(ρ/2)
,
f(θ) =
∞∏
k=1
Γ( ρ
4pi
− θ
2pii
− 1
2
+ k)Γ( ρ
4pi
+ θ
2pii
+ k)Γ(− ρ
4pi
− θ
2pii
− 1
2
+ k)Γ(− ρ
4pi
+ θ
2pii
+ k)
Γ( ρ
4pi
− θ
2pii
+ k)Γ( ρ
4pi
+ θ
2pii
+ 1
2
+ k)Γ(− ρ
4pi
− θ
2pii
+ k)Γ(− ρ
4pi
+ θ
2pii
+ 1
2
+ k)
.
K(θ) =
1√
π
∞∏
k=1
Γ(k − 1
2
+ θ
2pii
)Γ(k − θ
2pii
)
Γ(k + 1
2
− θ
2pii
)Γ(k + θ
2pii
)
,
P (θ) =
∞∏
k=1
[
Γ(k − θ
2pii
)2
Γ(k − 1
4
− θ
2pii
)Γ(k + 1
4
− θ
2pii
)
/{θ↔ −θ}
]
.
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